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ABSTRACT

Author: Hamed, Ahmed, O. I. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: December 2017
Title: Computational Modelling of Thermal Transport using Spectral Phonon Boltzmann
Transport Equation
Major Professor: Anter El-Azab
Lattice vibration is the main microscopic mechanism for thermal transport in dielectric
materials. The convenience of the analysis of atomic vibrations in the reciprocal space,
motivated by the pioneering work of Debye and Peirels, made phonon transport theory is
one of the standard paradigms adequate to study the microstructure and stoichiometry
effects on thermal transport phenomena at mesoscale. UO2 is of theoretical as well as
technological importance. The characteristic thermal transport phenomena at short lengthscale (~ nanometer) and time-scale (~ picosecond) associated with radiation dictate close
examination of available theoretical models and solution methods for thermal conductivity
prediction, in addition to the validity of introduced approximations. By the virtue of INS
experimental technique with powerful resolution, a direct benchmarking of simulated
phonon properties results has been made possible. This provides by far a more accurate
assessment criteria than thermal conductivity, and pave the way for founding sophisticated
models of radiation effects on thermal transport with theoretical supports, beyond the
currently available empirical or phenomenological models that succeed to reproduce the
right macroscopic behavior in many cases just because of error cancellations and/or the use
of adjustable parameters. Within time dependent perturbation theory (Fermi golden rule)
framework, to represent the collision term of the semi-classical phonon Boltzmann
Transport Equation, the bottleneck of the employed approach is to calculate intrinsic and
extrinsic scattering rates of phonon modes. Being a highly correlated system with 5f
electrons and magnetic phase transition at very low temperature, there are several
challenges facing first-principle methods to leverage accurate phonon properties at finite
temperature and imperfect structure that still need to be overcome. Moreover, it is common
that using 3-phonon processes alone in other dielectrics overestimates lattice thermal
conductivity at high temperatures (due to ignoring higher order phonon-phonon
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interactions), however, previous computational studies predicted values for UO 2
conductivity lower than experiment by a factor of two about one third of the melting
temperature. These observations assert the necessity of firstly investigating the impact of
different introduced approximations for the calculation of intrinsic lattice thermal
conductivity, to analyze the crucial parameters and to better understand this anomalous
prediction.

In this investigation, we present a critical assessment of several common approximations
for the calculations of lattice thermal conductivity using spectral phonon Boltzmann
Transport Equations. These approximations pertain to dispersion anisotropy and relations,
Brillouin zone structure, and the coupling between the scattering rates of phonon normal
modes. By employing harmonic approximation—perturbation theory to describe the
scattering rates of a model system, FCC argon, our calculations show that widely spread
approximations such as isotropic continuum and Single Mode Relaxation Time (SMRT)
are not reliable, even for the case of cubic systems with their high symmetry properties.
The success of these approximations is demonstrated to be a direct result of error
cancellations. In addition, we show the essential importance of considering coupling terms
at phonon mode level, and not in a statistical average sense as, for example, Callaway’s
model does. By taking into account the coupling terms, the results evidence the crossover
between the heat diffusion mediated by particle-like phonons (incoherent scattering) and
the wave-like heat propagation due to phonon coherent scattering. Furthermore, this made
possible revealing thermal conductivity anisotropy in cubic crystals. Finally, sensitivity of
conductivity prediction to phonon spectrum is found to change over temperature.

On the other hand, we challenge the widespread consensus that phonon-phonon
interactions are inactive in the low temperature regime, which, in past investigations, led
to the belief that the peak in lattice thermal conductivity (versus temperature) occurs
because of two competing scattering mechanisms, umklapp and defect scattering
mechanisms, dominant above and below the peak temperature, respectively. To the
contrary, our study demonstrates that peak thermal conductivity, versus temperature, can
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still be obtained solely based upon phonon-phonon processes. This finding has been aided
by considering the inelastic nature of 3-phonon scattering through applying energy
conservation rule in a statistical average sense. Among the different statistical distributions
examined to represent the regularized Dirac delta function appearing in Fermi Golden Rule,
adopting Lorentz distribution, in analogy with phonon normal mode eigenenergy
broadening due to the leading term of crystal anharmonicity, can uniquely reproduce the
attained behavior in the low temperature limit. Simulation results, based on our adjustableparameter-free model, evidence that the heavy tail of the Lorentz distribution is the key.
Unlike other models that similarly employ harmonic approximation—perturbation theory
to describe the 3-phonon scattering rates, a maximum in the intrinsic thermal conductivity
at finite temperature was strikingly obtained in our investigation, without the need to
consider multi-step or higher order phonon interactions. By applying our approach to solid
argon, considering only three-phonon scattering, good agreement with experiment was
achieved for the first time in both the low (T2) and high (T-1) temperature regimes
simultaneously, in addition to the peak temperature (~ 8 K). This indicates that phononphonon interactions can solely be used to interpret the shape of the conductivity versus
temperature curve for the case of Ar, without the need to invoke defect or boundary
scattering in the low temperature regime. At the same time, by employing the same
computational model for UO2, the results show that phonon-phonon interactions are not
predominant in the sub-peak regime, which suggest that phonon-magnon interactions
should be considered at low temperature to reproduce experimental results.

1

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation and Significance

To design materials with enhanced radiation resistant properties, their behavior under
irradiation need to be well understood and reliable predictive theoretical models need to be
established along with experimental verification techniques. As it is the most widely used
nuclear fuel, the advancement of the nuclear technology passes necessarily through a
complete understanding of uranium dioxide properties on every aspect. The revival of
vigorous research in the nuclear energy field had instigated a wide interest in UO2 in an
attempt to study its mechanical, thermal, and electronic properties, among others [1-28].
Fuel thermal conductivity controls the fuel operating temperature, and hence affecting
nuclear fuel performance and efficiency, reactor core behavior during off-normal and
accidental conditions, and other important aspects. There are several factors that can
contribute to the change of thermal conductivity under irradiation, most significantly are
the change of oxygen-to-metal ratio and defects concentrations [5,6,10,12,18,23,25,26].

Experimental methods have been used extensively to study uranium dioxide and empirical
models were constructed based on these results. However, to extend the predictability of
the fuel response at other regimes not tested experimentally, either due to the high expense
of experimental setup or extreme conditions of high temperature or radioactivity levels
(inaccessible by experiment), theoretical models spanning the multi time- and length-scale
nature of physical and chemical processes occurring over the lifetime of nuclear fuel are
necessary. This will have a direct impact on the improvement of reactor safety and
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efficiency, and can lead to development of innovative nuclear fuel designs. Developing a
comprehensive mechanistic microscopic model for thermal transport phenomena in UO 2 is
crucial to furnish reliable capability of capturing the microstructure and radiation effects
on its thermal properties, and predicting properly the thermal conductivity at different
concentration levels and types of defects (e.g.; fission products, point defects, dislocation
loops, and grain boundaries, etc.). In addition, the assessment of the model and
computational results should be made through verification/validation process with
experiments at both macroscopic as well as phonon level. This type of models can also
help in constructing a theoretical framework to provide dependable set of transport
coefficients and thermodynamic properties required for fuel thermal performance studies
at continuum level, instead of the use of semi-empirical parameters.

Quasiparticle picture is usually suitable to study heat transfer problem at sub microscale,
as in crystalline semiconductor and insulator materials thermal transport is mediated
mainly by phonons. Unlike phenomenological heat diffusion models, which cannot be
applied at this length scale, phonon transport theory can capture the microstructure and
nanostructure effects on the thermal conductivity. Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE)
provides the capability of tracking phonon temporal evolution in phase space, however
solving BTE exactly is not possible in most of the realistic cases. Accordingly, the original
nonlinear BTE is always linearized. However, solving the linearized BTE itself is an
intricate problem. The Relaxation Time Approximation (RTA) is one of the most common
approaches in this context. By introducing the RTA, we get a system of first order linear
differential equations. In these equations, all phonon physics are hidden in the phonon
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relaxation times and local temperature is the only coupling coefficient in this system of
equations. Accordingly, phonon relaxation times calculation is the bottleneck of this
approach and should be validated experimentally. In this regard, the challenges
encountered in evaluating relaxation times stimulated the interest in introducing relevant
approximations. In earlier studies, the motivation of using RTA was to derive analytical
expressions for phonon relaxation times to be used in estimating lattice thermal
conductivity. As a result, further approximations were introduced regarding the shape of
the Brillouin zone and dispersion relations, e.g., long wavelength approximation, isotropic
continuum, neglecting the optical polarizations of phonon spectrum, or even assuming only
one effective polarization branch (Debye model) or one normal mode (grey model). Due
to fitting the adjustable parameters with experimentally measured thermal conductivity,
most of these approximations seem capable of reproducing thermal conductivity with an
acceptable accuracy (agreement in integral sense), however, extending the use of these
models to other regimes out of the ranges for which they were fit, and thus enhancing
predictability, necessitates comprehensive understanding of how reliable their global
behavior is compared with the original model and investigating the modal level
correspondence with experimentally measured phonon linewidth and spectrum, i.e.,
validation at phonon level. Recent Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) of phonon linewidth
for UO2 [16,17] made this kind of validation possible.

1.2

Objectives and Scope

Due to its complex electronic structure and the existence of magnetic phase transition at
very low temperature, a better understanding of the critical parameters in the evaluation of
intrinsic phonon scattering rates in UO2 is still needed. Obtaining the correct spectral
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intrinsic scattering rates should be the first step to develop reliable predictable models for
radiation effects on thermal transport in UO2. For this purpose, we investigate, in the
present study, different aspects of perturbation-theory-based phonon relaxation times,
alongside with their impact on the calculated thermal properties. The impact of dispersion
relations, anisotropy, and Brillouin zone structure on intrinsic phonon scattering rates has
been assessed within the framework of harmonic approximation—perturbation theory
approach for lattice dynamics. An anisotropic nonlinear elastic continuum has been
considered with various levels of representation of phonon dispersion and Brillouin zone
shape, and with Grüneisen parameter used as an average measure of crystal anharmonicity.
In addition, thermal conductivity prediction of different models for the treatment of the offdiagonal elements of phonon collision operator are compared. For a model system, argon,
with a relatively high anisotropy ratio, the results show that accounting for anisotropy is
critical for accurate determination of the available phase space for 3-phonon scattering and
the scattering rates. By benchmarking against our iterative solution of BTE, which achieves
excellent agreement with experimental thermal conductivity data for solid argon (2–80 K),
we show the essential importance of considering coupling terms at phonon mode level, and
not in a statistical average sense as, for example, Callaway’s model does. Anisotropy in
thermal conductivity, due to phonon focusing, is predicted. However, this effect is
negligible, albeit persistent, at temperatures higher than 10 K, where the absolute difference
lies within the uncertainty of experimental measurements. Moreover, our results manifest
the significance of the role played by coherent phonon scattering near the melting
temperature, in agreement with molecular dynamics findings, which serves as an evidence
for the crossover between the heat diffusion mediated by particle-like phonons (incoherent
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scattering) and the wave-like heat propagation due to phonon coherent scattering.
Furthermore, sensitivity of conductivity prediction to phonon spectrum is revealed to
change over temperature.

At the same time, the inelastic nature of 3-phonon processes is investigated. By considering
the energy conservation rule governing this type of interactions in a statistical average
sense, the impact of different forms of the regularized energy-conserving Dirac delta
function on 3-phonon scattering rates was evaluated. Strikingly, adopting Lorentz
distribution, in accordance with the shape of eigenenergy broadening of phonon normal
modes due to the leading term of crystal anharmonicity, was found to play a critical role in
activating umklapp processes at low temperature, leading to intrinsic lattice thermal
conductivity peak at finite temperature for perfect crystal. This characteristic behavior,
unique to the Lorentzian, lays foundation for developing adjustable-parameter-free
computational models for reliable prediction of the finite lattice conductivity at low
temperature, even in the absence of extrinsic scattering processes (e.g., by crystal
imperfections and boundary). For the first time, the experimentally observed T2 behavior
of argon thermal conductivity in the low temperature, T, limit and the peak temperature (~
8 K) were successfully recovered, in addition to the classical high temperature T -1 behavior
above 20 K by the sole use of 3-phonon processes. The good agreement with experiment
indicates that phonon-phonon interactions dominate over the entire temperature range in
argon, contrary to previous hypotheses that the sub-peak regime is dominated by phonondefect scattering. On the other hand, by applying the same computational model to
paramagnetic UO2 (from low temperature up to 1300 K), 3-phonon scattering is found not
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to be the dominant scattering mechanism at low temperature, as phonon-magnon
interaction is expected to prevail in that regime. In addition, by seeking the full solution of
phonon BTE, anisotropy in UO2 conductivity at temperatures as high as room temperature
(in the diffusion limit of thermal transport) is predicted. In this regard, experimental studies
conducted on paramagnetic UO2 (with fluorite structure) reported similarly on obtaining
anisotropic measurement of thermal conductivity, by changing the direction of the applied
temperature gradient to one of the three principal crystallographic directions [9].
Furthermore, thermal conductivity prediction at higher temperatures (~ 1000 K) is
underestimated. Although this should be surprising as other resistive mechanisms are not
taken into consideration, this is in agreement with previous computational studies used
first-principles-informed model for the calculation of UO2 thermal conductivity using BTE.
Accordingly, the validity of perturbation theory for thermal conductivity prediction of UO 2
should be questioned.

1.3

Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. Firstly, synopsis of historical perspective of
modeling development of thermal transport phenomena in non-metallic solids, thermal
transport regimes, and phonon theory-based models are introduced in chapter two. Then,
the necessary theoretical background related to the quantum mechanical time dependent
perturbation theory and harmonic approximation for the treatment of the collision terms of
the linearized BTE (including the anharmonic Hamiltonian of the crystal and the
transformation of the atomic vibration problem from atomic coordinates to phonon
coordinates), different models to account for the correlation between the relaxation of
different normal modes and relevant approximations to make it solvable, and continuum
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approximations are presented in the following chapter. The numerical scheme for
relaxation times and thermal properties calculations is addressed in detail in the same
chapter. The results are then presented and discussed in chapters four, five, and six. In
chapter 4, the existence of peak in intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity profile is discussed,
while in chapter 5 the impact of different approximation, pertaining to BZ structure and
dispersion relations, on spectral and macroscopic thermal properties of FCC argon are
presented. Chapter 6 covers the predicted properties of UO2 using the same computational
model. Lastly, the concluding remarks and future directions are highlighted in chapter 7.
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2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we review the development of the theoretical and computational effort to
model thermal energy propagation via atomic vibrations in solid. The goal is to provide
adequate level of background for the advancement in the field of thermal transport in nonmetallic solids that lead to the introduction of statistical microscopic models and highlight
the current state of the art in this regard. This is motivated by the increasing interest to
develop reliable models for theoretical prediction of materials thermal performance where
phonons play a major role. Such models help to design new semiconductors and dielectric
materials and components with enhanced properties and optimize the performance of
thermoelectric, nanoelectronic, and thermal therapy devices [29-37].

2.1

Historical Perspective

Late towards the end of the 18th century and during the first half of the 19th century,
repeated independent experimental observations helped in realizing that heat is not a
conserved form of matter and that heat and temperature are measures of two different
quantities, in contradiction to the obsolete caloric theory. One milestone of this field was
realizing the correspondence between thermal energy and its conjugate flux (heat) and
other forms of work. This perception was formally formulated in the first and second law
of thermodynamics. Heat is a form of energy transfer driven mainly by temperature
gradient, and thus can only exist at non-equilibrium conditions. Accordingly, the physical
state of the medium through which heat is flowing downwards the temperature gradient
determines the mechanisms of heat transfer. Three main macroscopic mechanisms for heat
transfer are commonly encountered, namely; conductive, convective, and radiative. Heat
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conduction is the most important mechanism for heat transfer in solids (microscopically,
heat is carried by conduction band electrons and phonons), while heat convection is the
major mechanism in fluids (heat is carried by diffusing atoms and molecules). On the other
hand, thermal radiation does not need a medium, so it can propagate in the vacuum in the
form of electromagnetic waves (heat is carried by photons).

Like most of phenomenological drift-diffusion models at continuum, which are based on
conservation relations and supplemented by constitutive relations and equation of state,
heat diffusion equation was derived from the first law of thermodynamics (conservation of
energy). In addition, it complies with the second law of thermodynamics (non-negative
entropy production). As it is complemented by Fourier’s law, which assumes linear relation
between the thermodynamic force (temperature gradient) and its conjugate flux (heat flux)
consistent with linear response theory, it is sometimes called Fourier’s equation. The
proportionality constant is the thermal transport coefficient (thermal conductivity). This
equation has been used extensively for studying heat conduction in solids over the last two
centuries. It turned out that that heat conduction equation is in contradiction with the theory
of special relativity as it assumes inappropriately an infinite speed of heat propagation. It
cannot capture the wave nature of heat propagation and hence it fails when this aspect is
important, e.g., studying pulsed thermal waves (as in pulsed laser experiments). Correction
to this was firstly made by the use of hyperbolic heat conduction equation, proposed by
Cattaneo, Vernotte, Chester and others, which based on Maxwell’s telegraph equation [38].
To overcome certain limitations (as the violation of the second law of thermodynamic
arising due to the expression used for heat flux in hyperbolic heat conduction equation)
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Relativistic Heat Equation (RHE) was introduced using Lorentzian transformation in
space-time duality of Minkowski instead of Galilean transformation in Euclidean space
[38,39]. All of these models are valid in the continuum limit when the collision interactions
can be accurately described by one embedded parameter (the thermal transport coefficient)
and local thermodynamic state can be established where the distribution function of the
microstate could be represented by classical distribution (Maxwell distribution). One of the
limitations of the phenomenological diffusion models is the inability to provide any
information about the transport coefficient. It must be provided by other means, usually
from experiments.

The modern microscopic theory of lattice heat transfer started with the work of Debye on
the theory of heat capacity and contributions added by Peierls. It was based on describing
the atoms as a set of weakly interacting harmonic quantum oscillators and augmented by
adapting kinetic theory (founded by J. Clerk Maxwell and L. Boltzmann) to view heat
transfer in terms of heat carriers. Each, called a phonon, has a quantum of thermal energy
reflecting the discrete nature of lattice vibrational modes. This extension of rarefied gas
work to solids (the quasi-particle picture) reduced the overwhelming problem of tracking
atomic trajectories over time to the tracking of temporal evolution of phonon population in
phase space. Using this formalism in the early work, models were developed to get a
theoretical prediction of thermal conductivity [40-45]. To get an analytical expression, it
was common in such models to assume dispersionless phonons (long wavelength
approximations), ignore phonon polarizations and the actual shape of brillouin zone
(Debye model), make several approximations regarding allowed phonon types of
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interactions, and use an average rough estimate of anharmonicity under isotropic
continuum approximations. Revised versions of these models were developed by Klemens,
Holland, Callaway, Simon, Srivastava, among others, over several decades [40-45]. These
models featured relaxation of some approximations adopted in the original versions and
make room to accommodate more material-specific properties provided by experiment or
numerical methods applied to other theoretical approaches. Access to exponentially
increasing computational power made lattice dynamics approach becoming more and more
popular using both classical and quantum mechanics. This was motivated by the
technological advancement of sophisticated experimental techniques resolving physical
processes at small time- and length-scale, and driven by industrial needs [29-35].

2.2

Transport Regimes and Models

Phenomenological continuum models provide no insight on how to derive transport
coefficient from microscopic level, as they apply Fourier’s law inversion using
experimental data. However, the evaluation of transport coefficients on theoretical basis
needs a mechanistic model for energy exchange through microscopic particles interaction.
In addition, continuum models are valid only in the diffusion regime, where the mean free
path (MFP) of the heat carrier l is much shorter than the characteristic physical dimension
of the system Λ. Diffusion regime is customarily assumed for systems with Knudsen
number (Kn = l/ Λ) smaller than 0.1. However, for systems with small characteristic length
scale, the value of Knudsen number gets larger and different regimes for thermal transport
are encountered (ballistic transport and quasi-ballistic transport for Kn > 10 and 0.1 < Kn
< 10, respectively). In such situations, the microscopic properties of heat carriers are
important, e.g., phonon system embraces broad spectrum of MFPs and the propagation of
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each portion will belong to different regime, as such the continuum models for heat transfer
breaks down. The use of statistical mechanics is dictated in two cases, namely, scaling
down of the device length-scale and continuously varying microstructure, where the
statistical fluctuations in the microstates occupation numbers become important and
deviation from the equilibrium distribution is significant. Established steady states can be
split into linear response regime and nonlinear response regime (representing far from
equilibrium condition). So far, we have discussed the quasiparticle picture (phonon) for
microscopic description of atomic vibrations in crystal lattice, however, it is worth to
mention that particle theory itself fails when the characteristic dimension becomes much
smaller than the phonon mean free path and the De Broglie wave length of the atomic
nuclei. In this case, quantum waves should be considered, as quantum interference will
have remarkable effects that cannot be captured using kinetic theory (gas of bosons)
[33,46,47]. Following the coarse graining approach [48,49] (as in phonon hydrodynamics,
for example), heat diffusion equation can, in return, be derived from Fokker-Plank equation
(Langevin equation version) with zero drift term (represents an average zero of net force
over large enough period of time). The temperature, as a state variable, appears as a
component of Lagrange multiplier that appears in the distribution functions of microstates.
Those distribution functions are taken to be those that maximize the total entropy to satisfy
the maximum entropy principle [49]. The evolution in time is assumed to take place in a
fashion passing through quasi-equilibrium thermodynamic states.

2.3

Microscopic Modelling of Thermal Transport via Crystal Vibration

As we highlighted earlier, at sub-micron scale, phonon transport based models should be
invoked to understand heat transfer in semiconductors and dielectric crystals. Unlike
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diffusion models, phonon transport models can capture the microstructure effects on
thermal transport [40-43] and incorporate simultaneously different modes of energy
propagation. Such models thus are useful in situations where the system under
consideration embraces broad spectrum of phonon mean free paths with different modes
of transport, i.e., involving diffusive and ballistic regimes. In linear response regime,
transport properties can be extracted from the statistical fluctuations in equilibrium, using
fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Thermal conductivity can thus be evaluated using GreenKubo relations, by calculating heat flux autocorrelation function [50-54]. This approach
furnishes the most reliable prediction for thermal conductivity, as it can take full account
of crystal anharmonicity, given accurate crystal potential for vibrational properties.
However, it is computationally expensive, even when employed in classical molecular
dynamic simulations, and the associated uncertainty can be problematic. Computational
cost imposes constrains on the size of simulation cells, and hence the number of accessible
microstates. In addition, classical molecular dynamic is not reliable below Debye
temperature, as it does not account for quantum effects, for example, it assumes equal
contributions to the specific heat for each internal degree of freedom of vibrational modes
and ignores the quantization of vibrational modes energy. Bedoya-Martínez et al. [50]
reported on the failure of classical molecular dynamic to reproduce experimental thermal
conductivity of argon at low temperature, even when quantum thermostat was invoked,
and concluded that this problem is still an open challenge.

At the same time, phonon BTE is one of the standard techniques for the theoretical
prediction of lattice thermal conductivity and studying heat flow at mesoscale [55-57]. The
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quantum mechanical perturbation theory [58,59], within the picture of weakly interacting
normal modes, provides a mechanistic framework for the evaluation of the phonon
collision kernel of the scattering term in BTE. For tractability reasons, the linearized form
of BTE has been widely used. However, solving the linearized BTE is an intricate problem.
Several relevant computational models were developed, the main differences among which
pertain to the input parameters and the correlation between the scattering rates of different
phonon normal modes. The input parameters include the harmonic (dispersion relations)
and anharmonic Interatomic Force Constants (IFC) and Brillouin Zone (BZ) structure. For
the treatment of correlations between phonon normal modes, lumped together in the
collision term of BTE, different methods have been used to solve this system of coupled
linear equations, e.g., Single Mode Relaxation Time (SMRT) approximation [56,57,60],
Callaway’s model [40,44], variational methods [40,56], and iterative scheme [56,61]. More
recently, by diagonalizing the scattering operator of BTE, Cepellotti and Marzari [62]
proposed “relaxons” (defined as collective phonon excitations) as a more adequate
representations of heat carriers, through crystal lattice, in kinetic theory with well-defined
relaxation times. They pointed out that this transformation, from phonon to relaxon
coordinates, is more important in regimes where normal processes are prominent, i.e., at
cryogenic temperatures and in the case of two-dimensional materials. These remarks
emphasize the importance of accurate modelling of the interplay between normal and
umklapp processes for reliable representation of intrinsic lattice thermal resistivity.

A steady state, spatially homogenous solution of BTE is traditionally employed to yield
bulk thermal conductivity directly using kinetic theory and linear response theory [40,56].
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In kinetic theory, the expression for thermal conductivity involves a double integral/sum
over momentum space of phonon normal modes. Phonon frequency spectrum appears
twice in this double integral, once in the outer and once in the inner integrals. The outer
integral adds the individual contribution of phonon normal modes of different polarizations
to lattice thermal conductivity. In this integral, there is no explicit dependency on the
wavevector or the polarization eigenvector of individual normal modes. On the other hand,
the inner integral depends explicitly on the wavevectors and the polarization eigenvectors
of the interacting phonon triplets (in addition to their eigenvalues and the temperature, as
in the outer integrand). It evaluates the scattering rates of each phonon normal mode, by
adding up the contribution of individual scattering events to the scattering strength. This
inner integral yields the effective phonon life times as well. Consequently, for any
numerical investigation, to assess the influence of the used phonon states structure on the
predictability of thermal conductivity, the impact of the same structure on the scattering
rates should be sought mechanistically. Mixing phenomenological models for relaxation
times such as Holland’s model [45,63], which is still in use today, with real phonon
spectrum makes the final prediction questionable. For example, isotropic continuum
approximation inherently underestimates the available phase space for 3-phonon scattering,
however, it introduces Van Hove singularity to the phonon spectrum and hence exaggerates
the fraction of phonon modes with low or zero group velocity. This effect is marginally
offset by assuming linear dispersion. Accordingly, it is impossible to qualitatively
anticipate the overall effect of these different approximations on thermal conductivity. In
addition, some approximations are good only at certain range of temperature (e.g., Debye
model at high temperature) and their behavior out of their range of validity is unknown.
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Nevertheless, several numerical studies inadequately apply these approximations at other
ranges. In the absence of quantitative assessment of the associated error, the predictability
and reliability of these models will remain unclear, and error cancellation and/or the use of
adjustable parameters will be always doubted as the reason of their success.

In next chapters, we present a robust algorithm for intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity
computation under quasi-continuum approximation (along with the relevant theoretical
background). This includes direct incorporation of the dispersion curves in high symmetry
directions, to account for cubic anisotropy of dispersion relations for accurate evaluation
of 3-phonon phase space, our adjustable-parameter-free implementation of Dirac delta
function, and the iterative scheme to solve BTE. By applying this model to Mie—LennardJones argon [64], we captured successfully for the first time the characteristic T2 behavior
of argon experimental thermal conductivity at low temperature, T, and the peak at
temperature of 8 K, in addition to the classical T-1 behavior above 20 K, by the sole use of
3-phonon scattering. We use this model, which is in excellent agreement with experiment
over the entire temperature range (2–80 K), to benchmark the considered approximations.
In this regard, our goal is twofold. First, to assess the validity of isotropic continuum
approximation for cubic single crystals, and to evaluate the sensitivity of thermal
conductivity prediction to dispersion relation in high index crystallographic directions.
Second, to emphasize the role played by the collective relaxation of phonon modes and
asses different models accounting for the off-diagonal elements of the phonon collision
operator. Moreover, this study manifest quantitatively the existence of characteristic peak
thermal conductivity at finite temperature in perfect crystals, regardless of the dispersion
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and relaxation times models used. This finding is obtained by treating the energy
conservation rule governing 3-phonon scattering processes in a statistical average sense, to
account for the inelastic nature of this type of interaction, and by examining different
statistical distributions to represent the regularized Dirac delta function.
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3. METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the theoretical flavor of the current work as well
as the algorithmic details of the computational model. Notwithstanding, it is not intended
in any means to be comprehensive. Essential theoretical treatment for the topic to be
comprehensible and numerical details for the results to be reproducible are included in this
chapter and in the appendices.

3.1

Theoretical Approach

The following discussion should provide at least the fundamentals required to understand
the theoretical basis of the present study. Some derivations are included (here or in the
appendices), where we believed it is needed for the flow of the discussion and the
development of the main governing equations of the used model or manipulated form to
be used in the numerical scheme. Synopsis of the underlying elements in phonon physics
for the computational model development are presented. This includes time dependent
perturbation theory and harmonic approximation, second quantization of lattice
Hamiltonian, phonon interaction processes, Boltzmann transport equation and relaxation
time approximation, and continuum approximations.
3.1.1

Phonon transport and linearized BTE

Formally speaking, the transformation of the atomic vibration problem to phonon normal
modes analysis is a plane wave expansion. Accordingly, any rigorous treatment of phonon
modes propagation should seek their wave nature, e.g., Green’s function methods [33,40].
However, for many practical purposes, phonon wavelengths are small enough that their
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wave effect on a discrete atomistic lattice does not need to be considered explicitly [33,56].
In such situations, where non-local effects are not important, a quasi-particle picture can
be invoked, where wave effects are incorporated into the scattering term. Hence, thermal
transport can be studied by tracking the temporal evolution of phonon population in phase
space using the semi-classical phonon BTE, which takes the form
nqs
t

  gqs  nqs 

nqs
t

.

(3.1.1.1)

C

The fundamental assumption in the derivation of this equation is that there exist a
distribution function nqs (r,t) which measures the occupation number of phonons in mode

qs , where q stands for the phonon wavevector and s labels polarization branch index, in
the neighborhood of point r (in the real space) at time t . In Eq. (3.1.1.1),  gqs denotes the
group velocity of the mode qs . The local change of this distribution with respect to time is
attributed to two mechanisms: phonon drift term, expressed by the second term to the LHS
of Eq. (3.1.1.1), and phonon scattering (collision), expressed by the term to the RHS. The
spatial gradient of phonon distribution is ascribed to the existence of temperature gradient,
while phonon scattering by phonon interaction processes acts as the restoring term to
equilibrium distribution.

The exact solution of BTE is a formidable task, basically because the scattering term
requires knowledge of all transition rates and phonon occupation numbers of all phonon
modes. A simplification can be made, by noting that at steady state, and in the presence of
small temperature gradient, the deviation from equilibrium distribution is so small that we
can expand phonon populations about their thermodynamic equilibrium distribution nqs at
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temperature T , which follows Bose-Einstein distribution with zero chemical potential.
Accordingly, for a given normal mode with frequency  qs , the equilibrium distribution can
be obtained from
n qs  1 / [exp(  qs / k B T )  1],

(3.1.1.2)

in which kB and  are Boltzmann constant and the reduced Plank constant, respectively.
Retaining the linear term of Taylor-series expansion, phonon occupation number is given
by
nqs  nqs  nqs'  nqs   qs

nqs

(  qs )

 nqs 

1
 qs nqs ( nqs  1),
k BT

(3.1.1.3)

where  qs is a scalar distribution function measures the deviation of phonon occupation
number from the equilibrium distribution. When phonon modes are weakly interacting and
nonlocality effects are negligible, the spatial gradient of the drift term can be expressed in
terms of the local temperature derivative and the temperature gradient using chain rule.
Moreover, the deviational term can be neglected. Based on that, the drift term in the
linearized form of BTE is expressed as

 qs   nqs   qs  T
g

g

nqs

T



  qs

k BT 2

 qs   Tnqs ( nqs  1).
g

(3.1.1.4)

This approximation produces what is called linearized Boltzmann equation with a
canonical form: X= Pψ, where X is the inhomogeneity created by the temperature gradient,
and P is phonon collision operator. The form of phonon collision operators depends on the
type of the phonon scattering (elastic or inelastic) and consists of two components, namely,
diagonal and off-diagonal terms.
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The linearized semi-classical BTE can be used to predict thermal conductivity in two ways.
The first is to solve this integro-differential equation for phonons numerically to yield the
heat flux directly from phonon transport. In this case, the conductivity is estimated by
selecting idealized situations involving temperature gradients in specific directions, which,
together with the heat flux computed from phonon transport, are used to determine the
conductivity by inverting Fourier law of heat conduction [55]. For this purpose, linearized
BTE under relaxation time approximation (to be discussed in Sec. 3.1.3.) can be solved
stochastically, using Monte Carlo technique, or deterministically using discrete ordinate,
spectral, or finite volume methods [33]. Additionally, phonon kinetic theory may be used
for the direct solution of space-homogenous BTE under relaxation time approximation. In
this case, steady state BTE for a given normal mode takes on the form

qs

kBT

2

 qs Tnqs (nqs  1)  
g

nqs  nqs

 qs

,

(3.1.1.5)

with  qs designates the relaxation time of the phonon mode qs .
3.1.2

Harmonic approximation—Perturbation theory approach

The time dependent perturbation theory provides first-order transition rates between
harmonic phonon states induced by crystal anharmonicity [40-43,58]. This is done using
planar wave expansion to solve Schrödinger’s equation in terms of the eigenfunctions of
the harmonic component of the quantum mechanical crystal Hamiltonian, with a
perturbation accounting for crystal anharmonicity. The theory thus aimed to evaluate the
elements of transition probability matrix in state space associated with small anharmonic
perturbations of the non-interacting harmonic vibrational states, which are obtained by
applying second quantization scheme for coordinate transformation [40-43,59] (for details,
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see appendices A and B). In this regard, it is worth to mention that the validity of the
perturbative solution is contingent on small relative values of the amplitude of atomic
displacement with respect to the interatomic spacing and the frequency shift and width with
respect to the harmonic frequency [40,59]. Otherwise, different method should be sought,
e.g., phonon self-consistent method [40,65,66].

Retaining the leading term of crystal anharmonicity, the interaction between normal modes
is possible through 3-phonon processes. In this view, Fermi golden rule (FGR) can be used
to evaluate the probability of three-phonon scattering events, which are governed by energy
conservation and momentum selection rules. The transition rates are expressed explicitly
in terms of phonon frequencies and eigenvectors (harmonic IFCs), the anharmonic IFCs,
and phonon ladder operators. Based on phonon ladder operators, we can have either fission
(creation) or fusion (annihilation) interaction. Another classification can be made based on
quasi-momentum conservation of phonon triplet wavevectors. So, processes that involve
reciprocal lattice vector (G) to achieve momentum conservation are called umklapp
processes, while others that conserve the momentum on their own (i.e., G = 0) are called
normal processes (see appendix A). Accordingly, the intrinsic collision term due to 3phonon processes is given by

1 q 's',q ''s''
 n 
q''s''
     [( Pqs,q's'
 Pqqs,q's'
 Pqqs's ',q''s'' )].
( Pqs
''s'' ) 
2
 t C q's',q ''s''

(3.1.2.1)

q''s ''
q ' s ',q '' s ''
Using Fermi’s golden rule, the transition rate for fusion, Pqs,q
,
's ' , and fission, Pqs

events can be expressed, respectively, as
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Here,  ( (q '' s '')   (qs)   (q ' s ')) is Dirac delta function, which signifies that the
transition from an initial eigenstate with energy Ei to a final eigenstate with energy E f
through 3-phonon scattering process is governed by the rule of energy conservation in
statistical average sense, where: E f  Ei  ( (q '' s '')   (qs)   (q ' s ')) . From the
properties of phonon ladder operators [40-43,59], Eqs. (7a) and (7b) can be simplified
respectively to
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(3.1.2.3a)

(3.1.2.3b)

By applying the principle of microscopic reversibility (detailed balance) and the
linearization technique discussed before, we can express the scattering term in terms of the
equilibrium distributions and 3-phonon transition rates ( P3 ph ), in addition to the deviation
from equilibrium term [40]:


nqs
t


3 ph

1
k BT



q ''s ''
[ Pqs,q
's ' ( qs   q 's '  q ''s '' )
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1
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2
where

(3.1.2.4)
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and
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(3.1.2.5b)

The momentum selection rule is indicated by  q  q ' q '',G , denoting Kronecker delta function.
The initial and final eigenstates and the anharmonic perturbation,  qs,q 's ',q ''s '' , of the crystal
lattice Hamiltonian are required to determine the transition probability, which can be fixed
by the aid of a force field [40,67]. By applying the second quantization transformation to
the lattice Hamiltonian in atomic coordinates, we obtain an expression for the Hamiltonian
in phonon coordinates. Following Srivastava’s notation [40], the leading term of crystal
anharmonicity is formulated as

anharm 
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0

In the above, l stands for the lth primitive unit cell of the crystal lattice, b for the bth
atomic basis in the primitive unit cell, mb for the mass of the atom residing at the bth basis,

No for the total number of the primitive unit cells,  for the primitive unit cell volume, 
b,qs

for one of the three orthogonal Cartesian directions in real space, e

for Cartesian
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†
component of phonon polarization vector, aqs and aqs for phonon ladder operators

(phonon creation and annihilation operators), and  , ', ''

qb,q 'b ',q''b''

for the Fourier Cartesian

component of the anharmonic (cubic) IFC; see Ref. [40] for more details.
3.1.3

Relaxation time approximation and models

As outlined in Sec. 2.3, the coupling terms in the collision kernel can be resolved through
different treatments, mainly, relaxation time approximation, variational techniques, and
iterative methods. Relaxation time approximation provides a phenomenological
representation of the collision term that employs the relaxation time as a collective measure
of phonon scattering rates. The relaxation time is thus the time scale for each of the excited
phonon modes to relax exponentially to the equilibrium or steady state distribution. Phonon
relaxation time is a function of phonon frequency, polarization, and temperature. Several
techniques were used to derive an expression for phonon relaxation time, namely, time
dependent perturbation theory, projection operator method, and double-time Green
function method. All of these methods produce exactly the same expression for relaxation
time, at least under SMRT approximation [40].
Under relaxation time approximation, the collision term is defined as
 nqs
t


Collision

nqs  nqs

 qs

.

(3.1.3.1)

This method can underestimate or overestimate the thermal conductivity [56], based on
how relaxation times are obtained and the used solution scheme.
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An expression for the effective intrinsic relaxation time can be derived from the
perturbation theory-based collision term. Substituting Eq. (3.1.1.3) into Eq. (3.1.3.1), we
get
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.
k BT
 qs

(3.1.3.2)

Comparing Eq. (3.1.3.2) with Eq. (3.1.2.4), the relaxation time, qs , for phonon mode qs
at temperature T can be defined in terms of phonon collision operator and deviation from
equilibrium distribution function as
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In this regard, different models are available with different levels of accuracy for
representing the correlation between the relaxations of different modes (the coupling terms).
The simplest is SMRT relaxation time. Under SMRT approximation (by letting

q's' q''s'' 0 ), Eq. (3.1.3.3) reduces to
 qs 1 
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(3.1.3.4)

SMRT approximation makes no distinction between normal and umklapp processes. It
assumes that normal processes participate directly in restoring the equilibrium distribution
in the same way as umklapp processes do. So, total relaxation time is simply given by
Matthiessen’s rule:

1

 SMRT



1



1

U  N

.

(3.1.3.5)

Callaway proposed an elaborate model that accounts for the non-resistive nature of normal
processes by assigning a steady state distribution, for which quasi-momentum is an
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additional invariant of motion and takes coupling into consideration statistically. He
rewrote the collision term under relaxation time approximation as [40,44]
nqs

t



nqs  nqs

r



nqs  nqs (u)

N

.

(3.1.3.6)

Where,  r is the relaxation time for the resistive processes (here,  r  U ), and u is a unit
vector in the same direction of the temperature gradient, i.e., u  T . From this, Callaway
relaxation time  C can be formulated as [40]

 Cqs (qs)   qs (1 
SMRT
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 Nqs

(3.1.3.7)

where
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(3.1.3.8)

and for any function f , f is its weighted BZ sum defined as

f   f qs nqs (nqs 1).

(3.1.3.9)

qs

The popularity of Callaway’s model is attributed to its success to reproduce experimental
thermal conductivity. Several modifications were proposed to improve its predictability,
see the work of Allen and kinetic-collective model [67-69].

SMRT approximation eliminates the need to determine the deviation from equilibrium
distribution functions,  , by ignoring the off-diagonal terms of phonon collision operator
such that the unprimed deviation term in the denominator of Eq. (3.1.3.3) cancels out its
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analogue term in the numerator. However, this can introduce significant errors when the
value of the off-diagonal elements is not negligible with respect to the diagonal elements,
particularly at low temperature. On the other hand, Callaway’s model and its counterparts
considers the off-diagonal elements of the collision parameter solely for normal processes
and in statistical average sense. To relax this approximation, Srivastava used linear
response theory to derive a functional form for the off-diagonal elements in the case of
umklapp processes [40]. He assumed that the deviation term is proportional to the
magnitude of the projection of the wavevector on a unit vector, u , in the direction of the
applied temperature gradient, i.e., the deviational term was defined as [40]

 qs  q  qu.

(3.1.3.10)

Accordingly, it is dependent on the direction of the applied temperature gradient, but not
on its magnitude. Consequently, thermal conductivity can show anisotropy, when isotropic
continuum assumption is relaxed, which can have a significant impact on the value of
thermal conductivity in different directions in the case of single crystals. In spirit of
Callaway’s model, the expression Srivastava developed for the rate of change of phonon
distribution function due to umklapp processes was formulated as
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(3.1.3.11)
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This yields different effective relaxation time for umklapp scattering, given by
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Clearly this model does not affect normal processes, as G is equal to zero. The overall
effective relaxation time developed in this model, called Srivastava’s relaxation time (  Sqs ),
takes the form

 Sqs   effqs (1


),
 Nqs

(3.1.3.13)

where
1



qs
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1
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U qs



1
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(3.1.3.14)

.

Another way to account for the coupling terms can be achieved through seeking the
iterative solution of BTE. This should leverage a more reliable prediction for the effective
relaxation time, as it considers the deviation function,  , at individual mode level, without
making any prior assumptions about its functional form. In this scheme, the iterative
relaxation time is obtained from [31]

 qsi1   qsSMRT (1  iqs ),

(3.1.3.15)
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(3.1.3.15a)

In this expression, gqsT is the component of the group velocity in the direction of the
applied temperature gradient and i indexes the iteration number. Like Srivastava’s model,
the iterative scheme can predict anisotropic thermal conductivity. This anisotropy should
be understood as a consequence of the dependence of the steady state phonon occupation
number for the same normal mode on the direction of the applied temperature gradient
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within the irreducible Brillouin zone in a nonlinear fashion, due to the coupling with the
displacement of phonon occupation number of other phonon normal modes from
equilibrium distribution, and not because of the ballistic mode of transport. The origin of
this anisotropy is attributed to the off-diagonal elements of the scattering term. In this
regard, it should be borne in mind that thermal conductivity, within linear response theory,
is simply defined as the linear proportionality constant between the applied temperature
gradient and its conjugate heat flux. Within this framework, the heat flux is attributed to
the asymmetrical deviation of phonon occupation number from the equilibrium distribution
of crystallographically equivalent phonon states. Accordingly, assumptions about the rank
of thermal conductivity tensor is neither made nor needed for the calculation of thermal
conductivity using this microscopic model. The only assumption made pertains to the
existence of the linear response regime. Consequently, for this case, a second-rank tensor
will not be adequate for the continuum representation of thermal conductivity. In phonon
kinetic theory, thermal conductivity can be calculated by plugging directly the desired
effective relaxation time in a simple expression, as will be shown in Sec. 3.1.5. However,
we need to emphasize that regardless of the model used to calculate the overall effective
relaxation times, the distinction between the total mode-specific normal processes
relaxation time (  Nqs ) and the total mode-specific umklapp processes relaxation time (  Uqs )
is important for the calculations.
3.1.4

Continuum approximation

Following the bottom-up approach, the coupling coefficients  qs,q ' s ',q '' s '' representing
crystal anharmonicity and the harmonic eigenfrequencies both can be found from a
classical or electronic-structure-based crystal potential using, for example, lattice dynamics
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[40]. The introduction of the continuum approximation further simplifies the relaxation
time calculations in terms of average crystal properties. For example, Fourier components
of phonon coupling constants are evaluated by fitting with a macroscopic Grüneisen
parameters [40]. More approximations were introduced in literature regarding the
dispersion curves, e.g., assuming isotropic continuum and/or linear dispersion relation, in
addition to assuming a spherical BZ.

Srivastava [40] derived an expression for phonon relaxation time in continuum
approximation in terms of Fourier component of phonon coupling constants. By applying
long-wave approximation, he was able to reach a simple quantitative expression for the
phonon coupling constants that depends only on one parameter, namely, mode-averaged
(macroscopic) Grüneisen parameter,  , along with the sound velocity, s . Microscopic
Grüneisen parameter is a thermodynamic property of the material and provides an average
measure of crystal anharmonicity (see appendix C). The relaxation time under SMRT
qs
approximation, and similarly the equilibrium 3-phonon transition rates ( P3qsph  ( SMRT
) 1 ),

in Srivastava’s notation are expressed as [40]
qs
( SMRT
)1 
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1n n
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2 nqs

(3.1.4.1)

As continuum approximation smears out all the structure, material density  replaces the
atomic masses in the above expression.
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3.1.5

Phonon kinetic theory and computed properties

Phonon kinetic theory, treating phonon system as gas of bosons occupying the crystal
lattice, can be used to derive an expression for lattice thermal conductivity of homogenous
system by substituting directly in the linearized BTE under relaxation time approximation.
At a given temperature, each normal mode contribution to the net heat flux can be measured
in terms of the deviation of its phonon occupation number from the equilibrium distribution.
In this case, the heat flux in an arbitrary direction with unit vector n is given by

qn 

1
qs (nqs  n qs )( gqs n).

V qs

(3.1.5.1)

But from Eq. (3.1.3.2) we have: n  n   c (g  T) , where c qs is the modeqs
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(3.1.5.2)

Finally, recalling Fourier’s equation:

qn  (kT)n,

(3.1.5.3)

where k labels the second-rank tensor of thermal conductivity. From this, an expression
for the scalar lattice thermal conductivity, k , say in isotropic medium or cubic crystal
system, can be directly derived

1
k   c qs qs gqs  gqs .
qs 3

(3.1.5.4)
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The harmonic component of the vibrational entropy, S, is another useful thermodynamic
property defined as the first derivative of Helmholtz free energy, F, with respect to
temperature under constant volume condition (see appendix C),

S 

F
 kB [(nqs  1) ln(nqs  1)  nqs ln nqs ].
T V
qs

(3.1.5.5)

The 3-phonon scattering phase space, P3, is useful in enumerating the total number of
scattering channels that satisfy energy conservation. To find that parameter, we can start
by rewriting Fermi golden rule in the form [43]
Pi f (3 ph) 

2


f H i

2

D(E f  E i ).

(3.1.5.6)

In this equation D, known as joint Density of States (DOS), is the energy levels density of
the final eigenstate (in continuum of energy levels). The total joint DOS for any mode,
which is a measure of the number of decay channels, can be calculated from
Ds( ) (q)    dq'  s (q)  s ' (q ')   s '' (q  q ' G)  .

(3.1.5.7)

S',S''

The + ( ) sign labels phonon creation (annihilation) events. The 3-phonon phase space is
defined as the fraction of phonon phase-space available for 3-phonon scattering processes
[71]. It is an integral quantity, averaged over all phonon modes, that is roughly inversely
proportional to the thermal conductivity and is given by [71]

2
1
(P3  P3 ),
2
3S VBZ
2

(3.1.5.8)

P3()    dqDs() (q).

(3.1.5.8a)

P3 

3

where
S
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In this equation, S is the total number of polarization branches (for system with b atomic
bases per primitive cell, S3b); the prefactor is used for the normalization, and the half
factor in the fusion events term is used to avoid double summation.

Computational Approach
To quantitatively assess the effects of different approximations mentioned above, we
calculate the intrinsic relaxation times using several models for dispersion relation, BZ
shape and reciprocal lattice vector. For the effect of polarization type, the common
assumption, under isotropic continuum approximation, is that eigenvectors are randomly
oriented. Accordingly, no distinction between longitudinal modes and transverse modes
are made based on the relative direction between the wavevector and polarization
eigenvector. Moreover, the values of lattice constant parameter (a) and macroscopic
Grüneisen parameter (  ) should be provided a priori. For the materials considered in the
current work, FCC argon and UO2, the values of lattice constant at 0 K (a= 0.53 nm) and
the macroscopic Grüneisen parameter (   2.5) were taken from Ref. [64] for argon, while
the values for lattice constant at 300 K ( a  5.473 nm) and the macroscopic Grüneisen
parameter (   1.5) were taken from Ref. [4] for UO2. The details of our numerical scheme
are addressed in the sequel.
3.2.1

BZ sums and discretization

Point group symmetry properties of Face Centered Cubic (FCC) crystal structure is
exploited to reduce the computation domain to only 1/48 portion of BZ, which is called
Irreducible BZ (IBZ). We use simple cubic mesh for the discretization of IBZ, and applying
one of the special k-points scheme to generate the grid points, which helps in getting a
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more efficient sampling of the total number of k points distributed uniformly over the subgrid volume, cf. Ref. [59]. For FCC, the primitive cell volume (  ) is equal to one fourth
3
of the conventional unit cell volume (   a ). Moreover, the theoretical density is used in

4

all simulations, for the sake of consistency.

In general, two main techniques have been sought in the literature to handle Dirac delta
function in discrete summation, either to regularize it using an approximate discretized
closed form of this delta function (which integrates to unity, e.g., rectangular function–unit
pulse, suitable under narrow resonance approximation, is shown here), or to transform the
discrete summation to a continuous integration. The expression for SMRT relaxation time,
Eq. (3.1.4.1), after discretization using the two different methods yield, respectively
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Where, S q '   2 (qix'  qiy'  qiz' ) / qi . In these equations, M is the total number of grid
i

points,  is the mesh spacing, and wi is the fractional volume of the ith sub-grid with
'

respect to the IBZ volume (more details on that are given in appendix D). In addition, qix ,

qiy' , and qiz' label the Cartesian components of q i' . Although the second method handles
the delta function in an exact way in terms of group velocity, another difficulty arises due
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to the need to determine the surfaces of constant energy ( Sqi ' ), which usually introduces
another source of approximation. When the surface of constant energy is hypothesized to
be a plane normal to the wavevector, which is a common practice in most of the studies
that followed this approach [56,60], the two expressions become equivalent. The
regularization of the delta function using the truncated unit pulse is symbolized using an
additional Kronecker delta function (in terms of phonon triplet frequencies). This symbol
is used to indicate that energy conservation rule is enforced explicitly by filtering out all
phonon triplets that do not meet the defined criteria for energy conservation, while using
the same weight for all triplets passing the energy filter. This is in contrast to other extended
representations using continuous distribution functions (for example, Gaussian or
Lorentzian distribution functions) that treats energy conservation rules implicitly by
accepting a weighted contribution from all phonon triplets, as will be explained in Sec.
3.2.3.

Consequently, we split our evaluation procedure into two steps. The first step is to find all
candidate phonon triplets, for every single phonon mode in q space, that satisfy energy
conservation and momentum selection rules. For this step, it is easy to show that the
summation needs to run only over the BZ of the primed index (the q` sample points)
without the need to go over the double primed index (as only one mode in the BZ of q``
space can satisfy the momentum selection rule for a given two modes in q and q` spaces,
respectively). The second step is to evaluate the relaxation time for each individual phonon
triplet, then add them together using Matthiessen’s rule. In this regard, individual relaxation
times of normal processes are added together and stored separately. The same is true for
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the umklapp processes. These last two distinct relaxation times, calculated for each mode,
are added together using the suitable expression of one of the relaxation time models,
described in Sec. 3.1.3, to find the overall effective relaxation time for each mode. Those
calculated total relaxation times are then passed to the thermal conductivity calculation
module to compute the bulk thermal conductivity. It is worth mentioning that fixed point
iteration scheme was employed for the iterative relaxation time calculations, as indicated
by Eq. (3.1.3.15). In addition, since phonon normal modes (wavevectors) are
homogenously distributed over the BZ (under cyclic boundary conditions), joint DOS, after
discretization, can be calculated using

D( (q '' s '')   (qs)  (q 's ')) 
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(3.2.1.2)

This expression is favorable for that it makes possible the exact point-wise calculation of
3-phonon phase space (at each phonon mode), instead of integration, and that, within it,
the connection between the delta function and the discretization scheme is defined clearly.
3.2.2

Dispersion models

To generate dispersion curves of solid argon, Mie-Lenard-Jones (6-12)—all neighbors
interatomic potential with two fitting parameters, that reproduce the lattice constant and
sublimation energy of argon at 0 K [64], was used in the present study. The dynamical
matrix, D(q) , for selected wavevectors was constructed from the Fourier transformed
Cartesian-components of the second derivative of the crystal potential, evaluated at atoms
equilibrium position. Subsequently, the three harmonic eigenvalues, for each wavevector,
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were found by solving the secular determinant of the diagonalized dynamical matrix. The
secular determinant is given by

D(q)  q2s I  0,

(3.2.2.1)

where
q
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In the above, I is the identity matrix, and since argon has only one atom in the primitive
cell ( b = 1), the dynamical matrix size is 3  3. Dispersion curves in the three high
symmetry directions [001], [110], and [111], for the three different polarization types, were
built by fitting the three eigenvalues of the selected wavevectors in each direction, using
trigonometric functions, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Three dispersion models for ISOtropic continuum using only dispersion curves of one of
the three high symmetry crystallographic directions are tested. They are named ISO1, ISO2,
and ISO3, for [001], [110], and [111], respectively. In these models, when truncated
octahedron BZ is used, the surfaces of constant energy are taken to be the boundaries of a
set of concentric truncated octahedrons parallel to the external surface of the BZ. So, the
frequency is assumed to be a function of one dimensionless parameter. A model for SemiANISOtropic medium (SANISO model), similar to the one used in [16] was examined
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Fig. 3.1. Phonon dispersion curves (solid lines) in the high symmetry crystallographic
directions [001], [110], and [111] for the three polarization branches: low energy
Transverse Acoustic (TA1), high energy Transverse Acoustic (TA2), and Longitudinal
Acoustic (LA); along with the eigenvalues for selected wavevectors calculated by solving
the secular determinant of the dynamical matrix of argon, which was constructed using
Mie-Lenard-Jones interatomic potential.  is the Cartesian component of wave vector in
reciprocal lattice unit of 2π/a, where a is the lattice constant. The two transverse branches
are degenerate in the [001] and [111] directions.
as well. For this dispersion model, IBZ is divided (direction-wise) to three portions, each
surrounds one of the principal high symmetry directions and angular isotropy is assumed
within each portion. Each portion is represented by subtended solid angle extending from
the origin to the external boundaries of IBZ in one of these three directions. We developed
a Fully ANISOtropic model (FANISO), by interpolating between the three high symmetry
directions dispersion data, for a general point in the BZ. Thus, this model gives us the
opportunity to directly incorporate the dispersion curves in the three high symmetry
directions into an interpolation scheme over the reciprocal space to represent the cubic
anisotropy without the need to solve the dynamical matrix for points in general directions
(given its high computational cost and the requirement of adopting a force model or
knowing the interatomic potential of the crystal). Practically speaking, the elimination of
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this step does not compromise the physics of the problem, as many of the force models
used in lattice dynamic (for example, Born—von Karman force constants model, shell
model, and bond-charge model) that reproduced successfully the measured phonon
dispersions are not physically sound [40,41]. More elaborate interpolation scheme can be
sought, as needed, to improve the agreement with experimentally measured phonon DOS,
however the main goal here is to elucidate the impact of phonon DOS on the phonon
collision operator as a result of the size of uncertainty associated with normal modes
frequencies in the low symmetry directions, a procedure that is usually ignored in the
assessment of the calculated dispersion curves. It is important to keep in mind that within
our quasi-continuum approximation, we assumed the effect of eigenvector directions is
cancelled out. In addition, group velocities are postulated to be in the same direction as the
wavevectors, which sounds appropriate when dealing with cubic system with the highest
degree of symmetry among crystal systems.

For the fitting scheme, we start by defining a dimensionless parameter ( r ) for each
wavevector as the ratio between its magnitude and the length of the wavevector pointing
in the same direction with its extremum lies on the BZ surface ( q BZS ), thus, 0  r  1 .
Accordingly, for any given wavevector q with its polar and azimuthal angle in spherical
coordinate system denoted by  and  , respectively, its associated dimensionless
parameter is calculated from

r (q( , )) 

q( , )
q BZS ( , )

.

(3.2.2.2)
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This dimensionless parameter is calculated and stored with the three Cartesian components
of the wavevector ( qx , q y , qz ) for each sample point. In addition, this parameter is used to
map the sample point onto one of the reduced triangles depicted schematically in Fig. 3.2.

Fig. 3.2. Mapping scheme of BZ sample points on triangular surfaces.
For any reduced triangle, its vertices, namely, A, B, and C belongs, respectively, to [001],
[011], and [111] crystallographic directions. Moreover, all the points on any reduced
triangle share the same normalized dimensionless parameter r . When FANISO model is
invoked, two additional coordinates (for the reduced 2D representation of Fig. 3.2) are
precomputed using

x(q)   q  A   n̂x ,

(3.2.2.3)

y(q)   q  A   n̂  n̂y .

The dispersion curves in the three high symmetry directions for different polarization
branches (  qs ) are generated by fitting the dispersion data points calculated by solving
hs

hs

the dynamical matrix using trigonometric functions ( fi (r,s) ), where the i index labels
the direction, i.e.,

qshs  fi hs (r,s).

(3.2.2.4)
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The functional form used in the fitting procedure here is obtained from

fi hs (r,s)  f0,si  Ais sin(Bis r  is ).
s

s

s

In Eq. (3.2.2.5), f0,i , Ai , Bi , and

(3.2.2.5)

is are the fitting parameters, which are constrained by the

boundary conditions given by
f i hs (r  0, s)  0,

 ghs,i ( r  1, s) 

f i hs (0, s)
 0, for i = [001], or [111].
r

(3.2.2.6)

For ISO1, ISO2, and ISO3 models, only dispersion curves in the corresponding direction
are used. While for SANISO model, the sample point in general direction is assigned the
same values associated to the nearest vertex of the reduced triangle to which it belongs.
Finally, FANISO model uses the linear interpolation scheme governed by
3

qs   fi hs (r,s) wi (x, y).

(3.2.2.7)

i1

Where, wi (x, y) is the triangular element shape function in its standard form for linear
three-node triangle:
w i (x, y) 

1
(ai  bi x  ci y),
2

(3.2.2.8)

and  is the area of the rectangular:

1 xA
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  1 xB
2
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2
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(3.2.2.9)

In addition, ai , bi , and ci are interpolation coefficients, and can be determined by
solving
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(3.2.2.10)

Using this trigonometric functions fitting scheme, phonon dispersion curves and group
velocities in the three high symmetry directions are generated and depicted in Figs. 3.1 and
3.3, respectively.

Fig. 3.3. Phonon group velocities in the three high symmetry directions [001], [110], and
[111] for the different polarization branches, calculated by the direct differentiation of the
dispersion curves.

3.2.3

Conservation rules and Dirac delta function handling

The search module of the code for candidate phonon triplets checks for the two
conservation rules. Searching over phonon triplets that satisfy momentum selection rule is
done separately at the beginning. This is carried out by looping over all mesh-points and
polarization branches in q domain. An internal loop running over all mesh-points and
polarization branches in q` domain is implemented. This includes a nested loop for each
polarization branch in q`` domain (but not the sample points), which works on finding the
phonon wavevector that satisfy momentum selection rule (for a given two wavevectors in
q and q` space) for each of fusion and fission processes, respectively, according to
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Normal process

Umklapp process
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(3.2.3.1)

(3.2.3.2)

Although the energies of any crystallographically equivalent directions are the same (as
they depend only on the dimensionless parameter) such that they can be represented by
IBZ, the momentum summation is a vectorial type. Accordingly, due to the momentum
selection rule, we must consider the whole BZ in the q` space (not only the IBZ). This is
done, for any sample point in q` space, by looping over all different indicial permutations
of the three components of its Cartesian coordinates (including the distinction between the
positive and negative values of each component). If the resultant wavevector in q`` domain
lies out the first BZ, then it is recorded as un umklapp process and the suitable reciprocal
wavevector (G) is used to bring it back to the BZ and the new reduced vector is used instead.
Otherwise, it is registered as a normal process. In this regard, it is worth to mention that G
in this case for FCC is restricted to

2
2
2
 002 ,
 111 , and
 022  families of
a
a
a

crystallographic directions.

At each search iteration, the phonon triplet that satisfies momentum selection rule is first
picked then checked whether it satisfies energy conservation rule as well. This starts by
looping over different polarization branches to determine the energy of the phonon mode
corresponding to the calculated wavevector in q`` space that satisfy the momentum
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conservation rule. Based on whether it is fission or fusion event, the suitable expression is
used, and two energies are calculated in each iteration over the double primed polarization
loop (s``). This is followed by the explicit filtration using the discrete numerical
approximation of the Dirac delta function. If the energy difference is less than a certain
limit (determined by the definition used for the regularized delta function, see next), the
phonon triplet is accepted as a candidate for 3-phonon processes, otherwise the triplet is
disregarded. SMRT relaxation time for each phonon triplet passed conservation rules is
calculated for fusion and fission events, respectively, using
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In our implementation, we followed the regularization approach of the Dirac delta function,
refer to the discussion in Sec.3.2.1. For this purpose, three different mathematical
representations were tested, namely, unit pulse, Lorentzian and Gaussian function. The
general definition of the unit pulse (rectangular) function, under narrow resonance
approximation, can be formulated using the Heaviside step function. Our approximate form
yields
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Apparently, the common property between this approximate function and the original one
is that both integrate to unity. By close examination of the correspondence between the
regularization approach and the second approach mentioned at the beginning of this section
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(by carrying out the delta function integration first), it can be observed that the width  ,
and hence the height, of the rectangular function is not arbitrary. This is very critical, as it
affects the effective number of phonon triplets that can pass the energy conservation test,
which represents the available phase space for 3-phonon processes, see for example Ref.
[72]. When the width is selected to be large, many triplets will pass the test and energy
conservation rule will be violated. On the other hand, when the width is so small almost no
phonon triplet will pass the test. Unlike many other studies that used the width as an
adjustable parameter, we here fixed it on the basis of the aforementioned correspondence
argument.

In terms of the BZ sample points, the unit pulse in Eq. (3.2.3.5) can have three possible
different forms:
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Having three different forms is attributed to the dispersive relation and whether we treat
the dependency of the relaxation time on the wavevector and frequency explicitly or
implicitly, i.e., based on whether we used the group velocity of the sample point (implicit
representation of energy dependence) or the energy difference between the furthest two
surface of constant energy, within the mesh element, in the direction of maximum energy
change (explicit representation of energy difference) to determine the energy spacing. The
third version arises when we treat the problem explicitly in energy domain instead of q
space (the wavevector of the sample point typically located in the center of the frequency
bin is calculated using invertible dispersion function, and the associated volume element
in q space is usually assumed to be spherical). Although many studies used this treatment
(in particular those who transformed the BZ sums to frequency domain integral), realistic
phonon spectrum results in phonon DOS with several Van Hove singularity points in
frequency domain [59]. Accordingly, a very fine mesh (in frequency domain) is always
needed to deal with this difficulty and the convergence is slow. Consequently, we
abandoned this method. It should be mentioned that the consistency requirements dictate
the use of the same definition for the energy conservation test and the height of the function.

For the regions where the dispersion relation is linear, the frequency bin spacing for a given
sub-grid in q space (remember that the mesh is irregular in the frequency domain) can be
given directly by the group velocity of the sample point (taken at the centroid of the subgrid) times the radial spacing in the q space and the following relation holds true:
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However, a correction term should be used to account for the finite number of q points
used in the sampling scheme of BZ:  (q, s,  ) 

 gqs  L im
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d  . The different versions of the approximate function were tested and

q
dq

no remarkable difference on the results were observed. We preferred to adhere to Eq.
(3.2.3.6a) for the sake of consistency, as the energy conservation test is done separately
and we believed it is more appropriate to deal with this part in the energy domain rather
than q space. Accordingly, the relaxation time for each individual event was finally
calculated using Eqs. (3.2.3.3) and (3.2.3.4) for fusion and fission, respectively. Again, the
half factor in the expression used for fission event was put to avoid double summation.

In addition to the truncated uniform representation, extended representation of Dirac delta
function was also tested using Gaussian distribution function
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In contrast to the rectangular function (where energy conservation rule is enforced
explicitly by filtering out all phonon triplets that does not meet the specified criteria for
energy conservation, while using the same weight for all triplets passing the energy filter),
these continuous distribution functions treat energy conservation rules implicitly by
accepting a weighted contribution from all phonon triplets. The smearing factor (the
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standard deviation) of the distributions was fixed by making a connection to the energy bin
spacing (which is mesh density dependent) based on the correspondence argument. The
criterion was to get the same maximum amplitude (height), located at the center ( i  0 ),
of the Dirac delta function for the different mathematical representation used. The
connection between the delta function height and the mesh density is obvious through
energy bin spacing dependence on the mesh density, which becomes mesh density
independent when the Brillouin zone sum is carried out in energy domain. By doing this,
we obtained results in fair agreement (up to a constant) with the ones we get from the
rectangular function at high temperatures. However, as we will show in the next chapter,
the use of Lorentz distribution to represent Dirac delta, based on physical argument, is
critical at low temperature to capture the peak thermal conductivity. When the extended
definition is preset, the energy conservation filter is turned off, which makes the
calculations computationally much more expensive. However, their use can serve also as
a benchmarking for the computationally cheaper truncated definition.
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4. PEAK INTRINSIC THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN NONMETALIC SOLIDS

Introduction
In this chapter, we attempt to quantitatively assess the role played by 3-phonon scattering
processes in thermal resistivity of pristine crystals at low temperature. Accurate
representation of phonon intrinsic scattering rates at low temperature will pave the way for
developing high fidelity models for thermal conductivity predictions at all temperatures.
This is both of fundamental interest and technical importance in applications aiming to
tailor the thermal performance of materials by tuning phonon processes via introducing
nanostructured features to address thermal management challenges, e.g., enhancing
thermal dissipation in nanoelectronic devices and improving thermal insulation to increase
the efficiency of thermoelectrics [29,30].

Debye exclusively ascribed the finite lattice thermal conductivity of perfect crystal to the
anharmonic part of crystal energy, since harmonic crystal would have infinite conductivity
[42]. Peierls elaborated on that and pointed out the role played by the discrete nature of the
lattice, and attributed the intrinsic lattice resistivity to what he called umklapp processes
[40-43,73-75]. Moreover, Peierls predicted qualitatively an exponential increase in the
thermal conductivity by approaching 0 K, as these processes get frozen out [43,60,73]. In
dielectric crystals, the contradiction between this expectation and the experimental
observations at very low temperature is resolved by considering phonon scattering by
extrinsic resistive processes (e.g., lattice imperfections and crystal boundary), since
phonons are the main heat carriers in these materials. Although this view proved to be
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successful in reproducing experimental results and estimating the levels of defect
concentrations, it leaves the fundamental question about the finite, large conductivity of
perfect crystal at 0 K unanswered. In some common phonon based conductivity models,
normal processes are treated as non-resistive processes (valid only for Debye
approximation), while in others the role of normal processes is completely ignored
[40,74,75]. Given the fact that the classification of individual 3-phonon scattering events
as normal or umklapp processes depends on how the primitive cell in the reciprocal space
is chosen [74], the interplay between these two mechanisms should be considered for
accurate prediction of 3-phonon scattering rates.

Another challenge usually encountered in the evaluation of 3-phonon scattering rates
within the framework of harmonic approximation—perturbation theory is the handling of
Dirac delta function appearing in the Fermi golden rule [40]. Although 3-phonon scattering
is inelastic, it has been always treated as elastic interaction [40]. In this study, we seek a
more rigorous consideration of the inelastic nature of 3-phonon scattering, within the
standard perturbation theory approach, by applying energy conservation rule (which
governs 3-phonon scattering processes) in a statistical average sense. In this regard, we
show the profound impact of the statistical consideration of energy conservation rule on
low temperature intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity prediction using Boltzmann
Transport Equation (BTE). The observed impact is mainly important at low temperatures,
while its effect is masked at high temperatures. It turned out that the use of Lorentz
distribution to represent the regularized Dirac delta function has a determining role in
showing a peak at finite temperature in the intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity and its
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decay back toward zero as the temperature approaches 0 K. The credibility of the
Lorentzian representation, as compared to other statistical distribution such as the Gaussian,
to capture the inelastic nature of 3-phonon processes is substantiated by experiment and
theory. Recall that, in conformity with the theory of forced resonance, perturbation theory
prediction of eigenenergy broadening due to three-phonon processes alone follows Lorentz
distribution, which is in agreement with the experimentally observed phonon lineshape
[51,59]. Moreover, the deviation of the lineshape from the Lorentzian indicates the
contribution of other phonon scattering mechanisms (including higher order phononphonon interaction processes) to the eigenenergy broadening [59]. Microscopically, this
characteristic behavior of intrinsic thermal conductivity profile is a consequence of the fact
that the use of Lorentz distribution brings out phonon-phonon interactions at low
temperature as an additional resistive mechanism to thermal transport that should also be
considered in conductivity prediction below peak conductivity temperature in dielectrics.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first computational study that predicts this low
temperature behavior of thermal conductivity by the sole use of 3-phonon processes and
Fermi golden rule for solving the linearized form of BTE. We believe that such a finding
was not captured in previous models due to a lack of systematic scrutiny thereof of the
effect of the shape of Dirac delta distribution on the results reported in literature over the
whole range of temperature. Although previous studies reported no difference in the
calculated thermal conductivity when Lorentzian distribution was tested, as compared to
other mathematical representations, the temperature range considered was way high above
the peak conductivity temperature, e.g., Ref. [76]. By using perturbation-theory-based
expression for phonon collision kernel and consulting phonon kinetic theory, we observed
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a conductivity peak at 8 K for argon. The overall conductivity profile strikingly indicates
that phonon-phonon interactions are the dominant scattering mechanism over the entire
temperature range for solid argon. Of course, this finding of the dominance of phononphonon interactions at low temperature should not be in any way generalized to all
dielectrics.

Argon was chosen for the current investigation due to its strong crystal anharmonicity even
at 0 K, simple structure, high isotopic purity, and the existence of reasonably adequate
classical potential to describe the atomic interactions. Thermal conductivity and vibrational
properties of solid argon were subjects of several experimental [77-84] and numerical
studies [50-54,57,64,66,85-92]. The experimentally observed T2 behavior of thermal
conductivity at low temperature (below the peak) indicates that grain boundary scattering
(with theoretical prediction of T3 dependence) is not the dominant scattering mechanism in
this regime. In addition, orders of magnitude difference between the estimated phonon
mean free path in this temperature range (about 10-3 mm at 2 K) and the average grain size
of the examined specimens (~ mm) supports the above assertion [82,83]. Furthermore, the
reported high purity of the samples used in the relevant experiments renders scattering by
point defects as an explanation for this temperature dependent behavior of thermal
conductivity implausible. The remaining active resistive mechanism was speculated to be
scattering by dislocations. Gupta and Trikha [85,86] utilized a semi-empirical model to
reproduce the experimental measurements, where they used dislocation density as an
adjustable parameter. Crystal state of used specimens was not examined in any of the
available experiments. In addition, White and Woods [81] reported on the absence of any
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significant changes in their thermal conductivity measurements when an annealed
specimen was used. The latter reports cast doubt on the validity of the proposition of
dislocations as the dominant scattering mechanism in the context of interpreting
experimental data at temperatures below the thermal conductivity peak.

Christen and Pollack [75] inserted Holland’s phenomenological expression for phonon
relaxation times into Krumhansl model to calculate the thermal conductivity of argon at
low temperature, and they ended up with a conclusion that an additional scattering term is
required to recover experimental data. By applying lattice dynamics approach, Julian [89]
was the first to invoke a mechanistic model for argon lattice thermal conductivity
evaluation, using semi-empirical interatomic potentials to furnish the interatomic force
constants required for calculation of the elements of 3-phonon processes transition rate
matrix. The formulation was derived from perturbation theory, and BTE was solved by
variational method. His study confirmed Peierl’s prediction at low temperature. In addition,
he strikingly found T-1 temperature dependency to begin right above a one quarter of Debye
temperature ~ 20 K (in contrast to the theoretical prediction for the onset of this behavior
above Debye temperature). Many succeeding numerical studies exhibited same behavior
in high temperature regime. Nevertheless, Krupskii and Manzhelii [80] and, very recently,
Feng and Ruan [92] referred to the significant role played by four-phonon processes in the
high temperature limit and used this mechanism to interpret their experimentally observed
T-2 temperature dependency. On the other hand, Clayton and Batchelder [83] attributed this
deviation to thermal expansion and showed that under constant volume condition T -1
pattern is retained.
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At low temperature, the quantization of the vibrational energy and the wave nature of
thermal transport should be considered. In situations where non-local effects are not
important, the quasi-particle picture can be invoked, where wave effects are incorporated
into the scattering term. Hence, thermal transport can be studied by tracking the temporal
evolution of phonon population in phase space using the semi-classical phonon BTE. The
scattering term, assuming small crystal anharmonicity, can be determined from
perturbation theory [56,92,93], which should be valid for temperatures up to roughly one
third of the melting temperature [56,59]. However, the main criteria are the relative
amplitude of atomic displacement with respect to interatomic spacing and the relative
frequency shift and width with respect to harmonic frequency [57,59].

In the current investigation, thermal conductivity has been predicted using the framework
of perturbation theory and the linearized BTE, in which a real structure of phonon states
for solid argon is incorporated. Utilizing the Lorentz distribution to represent the
regularized Dirac delta function, our approach perfectly captures the temperature
dependence behavior of thermal conductivity in both low (T2) and high (T-1) temperature
limits, without the assumption of defect or grain boundary scattering. In addition, by the
virtue of the iterative scheme, good agreement with experiment between 2 K and 80 K was
met.

Results and Discussion
To quantitatively investigate the effect of considering energy conservation rule in statistical
average sense on the intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity prediction due to 3-phonon
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processes, it is constructive to start by examining closely how the functional representation
of energy broadening due to crystal anharmonicity affects phonon DOS. Fig. 4.1 shows
phonon (DOS) using Gaussian distribution, Lorentz distribution, and the rectangular
approximation of the regularized Dirac delta. The discrepancy in DOS among these
approximations occurs at the two extremes of the spectrum, where several orders of
magnitude difference can be observed. This is attributed to the heavy-tailed nature of
Lorentz distribution which enhances the DOS in the short and long wave limits appreciably.
That is, the differences in the effective phonon DOS, within the employed energy
continuum approximation, are mainly attributed to the sum of small contributions of
energy-distant modes. As will be shown shortly, this helps in providing insight on the
impact of the approximation that three-phonon processes are of elastic type, by assessing
different levels of strictness in applying energy conservation rule.

Fig. 4.1. Single mode phonon Density of States (DOS) using FANISO dispersion model
and different representation for the Dirac delta function. The two insets magnify the
behavior at the two extremes of the spectrum.
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As we discussed in Sec. 3.2.3, the width of regularized Dirac delta function controls the
number of the available decay channels for a given phonon normal mode, and hence
determines its scattering strength. By making a connection to the phonon lineshape to
represent the statistical form of Dirac Delta function, this can be understood in some sense
as a measure of the probability density function for a given mode to have momentarily an
energy (due to crystal anharmonicity) that can differ from the well-defined harmonic
eigenenergy. Of course, in the absence of crystal anharmonicity this lineshape is
represented by sharp peak with zero width representing a discrete eigenenergy. Another
way to think about it is by recalling that the scattering in 3-phonon processes is inelastic
type [40]. From both experiment and theory, we know that phonon normal mode selfenergy exhibits the shape of a Lorentz distribution, and the first-order transition rates
between pure harmonic phonon states can be directly extracted from phonon linewidth
[51,59]. However, Dirac delta function has been mostly treated from a numerical rather
than a physical perspective, not to mention the wide use of the integral transform method,
which applies a strict energy conservation criterion on the available decay channels in
three-phonon scattering phase space. This, in turn, excludes the contributions of the heavy
tailed portion of Lorentz distribution to scattering strength, by limiting the uncertainty in
the energy of a given phonon mode to a small value (i.e., assuming elastic scattering).
Accordingly, treating 3-phonon interaction as an elastic scattering is a matter of
approximation that needs to be assessed, and considering the actual shape of phonon energy
broadening should be more reliable. So, the next question should be about the impact of
this particular shape on the thermal conductivity. In this regard, it is useful to mention that
Turney et al. [51] used the same physical argument in their selection of the Lorentzian
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distribution to represent Dirac delta in the calculation of phonon relaxation times. The main
difference in their case was the criterion they applied to determine the width of their
resonance. They used individual phonon triplet linewidth, which is inversely proportional
to the relaxation time itself. By doing so, Turney et al. [51] constructed what they called
self-consistent loop to find the width of Dirac delta function in terms of the relaxation times
iteratively. Since we are using energy continuum approximation, this discussion does not
apply to individual normal modes. It applies to ensemble of phonon states having energies
within increment dE about E, and the scattering, after the discretization of Brillouin zone,
is ascribed to an effective resonance representative of the sum of the imaginary components
of the self-energy of these individual phonon modes (individual resonances). Accordingly,
in contrast to what Turney et al. [51] did, the correspondence argument, which is discussed
in the previous chapter that defines the delta function as a function of energy mesh spacing,
is employed here. It is worth to mention here that in our treatment, unlike the work of
Turney et al., we use only harmonic properties to evaluate the width of the distribution,
which depends on the group velocity and q-mesh cell spacing  qi through the relation:

i   gi  qi . The criterion we are using in the present study to assess the impact of different
possible representation of Dirac delta function is based on investigating the predicted
thermal conductivity profile as a function of temperature.

With their low or zero group velocity, the contribution of modes at Brillouin zone edge to
thermal conductivity is negligible, and attention should be focused on the long-wave modes
toward the center. Fig. 4.2 provides the answer. Strikingly, when Lorentz distribution is
used a peak in the thermal conductivity is obtained, below which the thermal conductivity
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decreases toward zero at 0 K. This is in contrast to the exponential increase at low
temperature when Gaussian distribution was used, and is independent of how the offdiagonal elements of the phonon collision kernel was treated. As it can be evidenced from
the similar pattern obtained when both SMRT approximation and the iterative scheme were
invoked with those two distribution functions. It should be emphasized here that both
Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions yield the same value for 3-phonon scattering phase
space and no excess scattering phase space is achieved in the case of the Lorentzian as
compared to the Gaussian. The discrepancy in conductivity behavior at low temperature
between these two distributions is related to the difference in the weight of the contribution
of individual phonon triplets, with different energies and population, to the scattering
strength. Furthermore, by truncating the range of the two distribution functions at the limit
of their width (similar to Christen and Pollack treatment [75]), so that they have nonzero
value only for energies that belong to the same energy bin where the root of the delta
function is located, the characteristic behavior of the Lorentz distribution was lost. The
results demonstrate that the conductivity peak arises mainly due to the tail portion of the
distribution, which makes possible the interaction between the sparsely populated
intermediate energy states at low temperature (with large wavevectors) and the densely
populated long-wave modes, thus activating umklapp processes without the need to
consider higher order phonon processes [92] or multi-step interactions [60] to rationalize
the presence of the peak in the temperature dependence of conductivity.
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Fig. 4.2. Calculated thermal conductivity profile for different treatments of Dirac delta
function, using FANISO dispersion model and when the temperature gradient is applied
towards [001] direction (LP is the number of sample points along [001] crystallographic
direction used in the simulations).

At high temperature this effect is unimportant, as can be seen from the coincidence of the
two curves using Lorentz and Gaussian distributions. This is because long-wave modes are
the dominant heat carriers at low temperature, but their relative contributions decrease
remarkably at high temperature, as they become overpopulated. Another way to interpret
it is that this coincidence at high temperature is as a direct implication of central limit
theorem, as the number of scattering events in this limit is high. In agreement with the
expectations from the heavy-tailed property of Lorentz distribution, the thermal
conductivity values for truncated Lorentz distribution is higher than the truncated Gaussian
distribution, because of the smaller value of the three-phonon scattering phase space in the
first case.
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For the assessment of the importance of the contribution of the off-diagonal elements of
phonon collision operator (correlation effects) to thermal conductivity, results based on
SMRT approximation (using both normal and umklapp processes) as well as umklapp
processes alone are also demonstrated in Fig. 4.2, using Lorentz distribution for Dirac delta.
It is obvious that SMRT approximation prediction of conductivity is lower than the iterative
method prediction (and the experimental data, as will be shown later) by an order of
magnitude. This is a direct manifestation that ignoring completely the non-resistive nature
of normal processes is not adequate. On the other hand, by considering umklapp processes
alone, and disregarding the interplay between normal and umklapp processes in lattice
thermal resistivity, we overestimate the thermal conductivity by an order of magnitude.
This overestimation is even true in the high temperature regime, where it is well-known
that phonon-phonon interactions are the dominant scattering mechanism. It is not unusual
in computational studies for lattice thermal conductivity prediction to apply inappropriately
truncated distributions, treat the width of delta function as an adjustable parameter, and/or
considering only umklapp processes to get values close to experiment by underestimating
the scattering strength. All of these practices are unreliable and work more or less in an
uncontrolled manner. Consequently, the determination of the coupling terms that appears
in the collision kernel of the linearized form of BTE and the Lorentz distribution should be
always sought for a more reliable thermal conductivity prediction.

It is worth mentioning that the impact of the mesh density and the number of iterations on
the simulation results was investigated and temperature dependence was observed.
Although the converged results are reported here, the conducted convergence study itself
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will be presented in the next section. In all the results presented here, a total of 1299 sample
points, distributed uniformly over the irreducible Brillouin zone, were used. This
corresponds to having 23 sample points along [001] crystallographic direction. In addition,
the temperature gradient was taken to be parallel to [001] crystallographic direction.

As highlighted earlier, our results recover the right temperature dependence in the low (T 2)
and high (T-1) temperature limits, the peak about 8 K, and compares well with experiment,
which is evidenced in Fig. 4.3. In this figure, the calculated thermal conductivity using our
computational model (which employs Lorentz distribution, the iterative scheme for solving
BTE, and our FANISO model for dispersion) is benchmarked against available
experimental data for argon from several references. The results suggest that 3-phonon
processes are the dominant scattering mechanism over the whole temperature range in
argon. To investigate the effect of polarization type, which is commonly ignored under
continuum approximation and replaced by phonon bands, we compare the standard model
in the literature for the continuum representation of crystal anharmonicity, which considers
randomly oriented eigenvectors (thus no distinction is made between longitudinal modes
and transverse modes, based on the relative direction between the wavevector and
polarization eigenvector), with what designated as “noTTT” model (short for no
Transverse Transvers Transverse phonon triplet interactions). In the second model, we
exclude the possibility of interaction, if all the three normal modes of a given phonon triplet
belong to transverse branches (in similarity with pure transverse modes picture, where the
polarization eigenvector is perpendicular to the wavevector). This produces values of
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Fig. 4.3. Simulated thermal conductivity, when the temperature gradient is applied towards
the three high symmetry directions [001], [110], and [111] respectively, for the standard
phonon band model (polarization-type independent), as well as “noTTT” model that
prohibits interaction between phonon triplets if all of them have transverse polarization
type, alongside with experimentally measured values for solid argon from several
references.

thermal conductivity that are higher than our standard model, but still fall within the
experimental data.

Several improvements could be supplemented to the standard model used here in this study
including: a) accounting for the temperature dependence of the dispersion curves (using
for example quasi-harmonic approximation, or phonon self-consistent method), b) using
more accurate interatomic potential, c) seeking first-principle methods for harmonic and
anharmonic interatomic force constants determination, or d) considering the mode-
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dependent nature of crystal anharmonicity (using, for example, mode-specific Grüneisen
parameter). These improvements, however, will not change our conclusion regarding the
impact of the Lorentz distribution on prediction of low temperature conductivity; the
impact will only be a marginal refinement of results.

Fig. 4.4. Temperature behavior of individual contributions of Longitudinal and Transverse
Acoustic branches (LA, TA1, and TA2) to the lattice thermal conductivity for the standard
model (when the temperature gradient is applied towards [001] direction), the inset shows
anisotropy in TA1 branch, by changing the direction of the applied temperature gradient.

Fig. 4.4 demonstrates the dominant role played by the low energy Transverse Acoustic
(TA1) branch in thermal conductivity at low temperature. At the other extreme, the
Longitudinal Acoustic (LA) branch contribution surpasses the separate contributions of the
high energy Transverse Acoustic (TA2) and TA1 branches. In addition, three peaks at
different temperatures are observed. Roughly speaking, the higher the energy of Brillouin
zone edge of a given branch, the higher the temperature at which the peak contribution to
thermal conductivity is located, and the peak tends to have lower value. By changing the
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direction of the applied temperature gradient between the three high symmetry
crystallographic directions, anisotropy in thermal conductivity is predicted from our
iterative scheme, as aforementioned, with maximum difference of 8% at the peak.
Although this effect is persistent, it decays to very small differences above 10 K. As would
be expected from the phonon focusing effect, the highest value for thermal conductivity
was achieved when the temperature gradient was taken to be in the [111] crystallographic
direction, since the edge energy of TA1 branch is the lowest in this direction (see Fig. 3.1).
The inset of Fig. 4.4 clarifies this observation.

Convergence Analysis and Dirac Delta Function
In the relaxation time calculation, the computational domain is the IBZ with a fixed size
and the variable parameter is the mesh density (number of sample points). Accordingly,
convergence study is usually performed by plotting the simulated thermal conductivity as
a function of the number of mesh points. Applying this method, we found that thermal
conductivity converges fast in our scheme (setting Lp to a value of 17, corresponding to a
total number of 545 mesh points in IBZ and 26160 sample points in the whole BZ, was
typically sufficient for temperatures above peak thermal conductivity temperature of 8 K).
This contrasts with what was reported by Turney et al. [51] who had to use extrapolation
method (by plotting the inverse of the thermal conductivity versus the inverse of the mesh
density) to get a value for thermal conductivity corresponding to the highly dense mesh.
They justified this step as the way to account for the contribution of phonon modes in the
long-wavelength limit (located near the BZ center), since the sub-grid enclosing the BZ
center is usually ignored in the calculation (point of singularity). Chernatynskiy et al. [56]
refuted this argument and attributed this behavior to the inaccurate calculation of the area
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of surfaces of constant energy and the frequent occurrence of situations where the delta
function root does not lie on a regular mesh point. Since our algorithm overcomes these
difficulties we can assert confidently that the additional extrapolation step proposed by
Turney et al. is not necessary in general. In addition, one of our observation from studying
the convergence behavior was that 3-phonon phase space (P3), with respect to thermal
conductivity, is way sensitive to the convergence limit of calculated relaxation times. So,
we recommend it as a better convergence criterion, particularly when spectral properties
are under consideration.

One of the goals of this study is to investigate the origin of oscillations in relaxation time
profile, which was reported in previous studies under continuum of energy levels
approximation, to emphasize whether this behavior is authentic or spurious (more details
on that will be provided in the next chapter). We needed first to determine the numerical
scheme sources of error to single them out. The spurious oscillations in relaxation time
profile can be ascribed to three main parameters, namely, the number of BZ sample
wavevectors (mesh density), the choice of Dirac delta function width/height versus mesh
spacing (~ number of scattering channels), and Dirac delta function shape. Several
measures have been applied to improve the convergence including: a) switching to the
mesh spacing in frequency domain for delta function definition, b) testing the impact of
defining the frequency at each sub-grid as the value at the centroid of the sub-mesh in
frequency domain (irregular mesh) rather than the frequency of the q point lying in the
center of the element of volume in q space (uniform mesh), and c) switching the summation
in q` domain from the regular mesh points to the center of the delta function. For the
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elimination of round off errors, the calculations switched from frequency domain to energy
domain. In addition, to further improve the convergence, the order of the mathematical
operations in the relaxation time expression implemented in the computer code was
rearranged to operate on the parameters of the same order of magnitude firstly and the
wavevectors were defined in reduced reciprocal unit length (i.e., normalized by a factor of
2π/a).

To investigate the impact of the mesh density and the number of iterations on the simulation
results, a convergence study was conducted. It turned out that the convergence pattern
exhibits temperature dependence. Figure 4.5(a) demonstrates SMRT conductivity for
different mesh density. Apparently, dense meshes are needed at low temperature, while at
high temperature coarse meshes are fairly sufficient. Again, this is attributed to the
significance of the contribution of low energy phonons at low temperature, so very dense
mesh is needed to sample enough wavevectors in that limit. At high temperature (> 20 K),
it is obvious that conductivity is largely insensitive to the details of phonon states, which
justify the success of theoretical models that depends on one effective macroscopic
measure of the frequency spectrum (Debye frequency) at this limit, e.g., Slack model [95].
The high computational cost of the iterative scheme and the implicit representation of
energy conservation forced us to limit the number of iterations to 4 in all simulations.
Figure 4.5(b) ascertains the adequacy of this number. The inset gives the relative error with
maximum that did not exceed 3% (about 20K). The three different mathematical
representations of Dirac delta, considered here, help in providing insight on the impact of
the approximation that three-phonon processes are of elastic type, by assessing different
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levels of strictness in applying energy conservation rule. Figure 4.5(c) depicts thermal
conductivity profile as a function of temperature for the three cases using very coarse mesh
(with Lp set to a value of 51, corresponding to a total number of 12401 mesh points in IBZ
and 595248 sample points in the whole BZ). Obviously, the three profiles behavior at high
temperatures is the same, with Gaussian distribution curve coincide with Lorentzian
distribution curve in this regime. However, in the low temperature regime, Lorentzian
distribution has a unique impact on the profile introducing a characteristic peak. This
signature is a direct result of the skewness of Lorentzian function and is persistent for
different mesh density with a peak at almost the same location, as noted from Fig. 4.5(a).
Loose convergence criterion affects mainly the calculated values for thermal conductivity
below 3 K, without affecting the profile behavior versus temperature. On the other hand,
for a very coarse mesh (representing the case of poor Brillouin zone sampling, and
diverging results) a peak can be obtained at completely different temperature (~ 1-2 K),
when unit pulse representation of the Dirac delta function is invoked, as displayed in Fig.
4.5(d).

Since in our definition unit pulse representation gives broader peak, compared to Gaussian
and Lorentzian function, this representation underestimates the conductivity at high
temperature by a factor of half, see Fig. 4.5(c). This conforms with the value of P3 = 0.02
in the case of unit pulse, which is twice the same parameter in the case of Lorentzian and
Gaussian distributions (with P3 = 0.01 for both). However, this is not the case in the low
temperature regime, as the interactions between phonon triplets that strictly satisfy energy
conservation are not the most important. In this regard, it is worth to mention that truncated
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Fig. 4.5. (a) Convergence of thermal conductivity profile using several mesh densities
based on SMRT approximation, FANISO dispersion model, and Lorentz distribution (N is
the total number of wavevectors used to sample the irreducible BZ, and L P is the number
of sample points along [001] crystallographic direction. (b) Thermal conductivity profile
(as a function of temperature) for the first four iterations of the iterative solution for the
same model, using LP=23, starting with the SMRT solution for i=0. The inset reports the
absolute relative error in the last iteration. (c) Comparison of the convergence behavior of
the three considered mathematical representation of Dirac delta function (Lorentzian,
Gaussian, and unit pulse) versus temperature for three different mesh densities (LP=23,
LP=31, and LP=51) using SMRT approximation. (d) The impact of poor sampling of BZ
on the thermal conductivity behavior versus temperature for the case of unit pulse
representation of Dirac delta.
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version of Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions was tested, where the magnitude of these
functions are set to zero for energies with absolute difference from the root larger than one
standard deviation. This is similar to the explicit energy conservation representation
followed in the unit pulse function representation, where energy filter was set, see Sec.3.2.3.
These truncated representations produced higher magnitudes for thermal conductivity, due
to constraining three-phonon phase space, which made their thermal conductivity
prediction, under SMRT approximation, comparable to the iterative scheme prediction,
when the extended distribution is invoked. At the same time, the characteristic peak of the
Lorentzian was lost when the truncated representation was in effect, which confirms the
role played by the heavy tail of Lorentzian function at low temperature.
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5. CRITICAL ASSESMENT OF QUASI-CONTINUUM LATTICE
CONDUCTIVITY MODELS

In this chapter, we test the different approximations considered in present study by
computing the intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity, spectral thermal conductivity, and
phonon properties of FCC argon. This includes phonon DOS, 3-phonon scattering phase
space, relaxation times, Debye characteristic temperature, harmonic isochoric specific heat,
and vibrational entropy. Different approximations and models considered in the present
study are summarized in Table 5.1. These approximations include dispersion models (ISO1,
ISO2, ISO3 SANISO, and FANISO), dispersion relations (linear versus nonlinear), BZ
shape

(truncated

octahedron

versus

sphere),

relaxation

time

models

Table 5.1. Summary of all models and approximations considered in the present study.
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Table 5.2. Calculated 3-phonon scattering phase space (P3), Debye characteristic
temperature (θD)*, and mode-averaged root-mean-square group velocity (<υ g2>1/2) for
different dispersion models and BZ structures (sphere versus truncated octahedron, OC)
for both linear and nonlinear dispersion relations.
P3

<υg2>1/2 (m/s)

Dispersion
Model

linear

nonlinear

linear

nonlinear

linear

nonlinear

ISO1/Sphere
ISO1/OC
ISO2/Sphere
ISO2/OC
ISO3/Sphere
ISO3/OC
SANISO/OC
FANISO/OC

0.0034
0.0039
0.0035
0.0034
0.0036
0.0043
0.0044
0.0167

0.0014
0.0013
0.0017
0.0016
0.0016
0.0014
0.0023
0.0111

71.65
71.31
72.17
71.93
59.29
59.15
67.33
67.83

82.44
82.27
82.08
81.17
69.43
68.85
76.87
77.59

1184
1166
983
968
939
925
1005
1005

558
551
586
579
535
529
557
545

𝜃 (K)

* θD (≡θ∞) is the high temperature limit value evaluated from the second moment of the
phonon frequency spectrum (𝜇 =

∫

( )
∫ ( )

), where 𝜃 = ℏ

𝑘 [96].

(SMRT, Callaway, Srivastava, and the iterative scheme), as well as different mathematical
representations of Dirac delta function that was discussed in Sec. 3.2.3.
Table 5.2 provides the calculated three-phonon phase space (P 3), the high temperature limit
of Debye characteristic temperature, and the mode-averaged (DOS weighted) root-meansquare group velocity (<υg2>1/2) using different dispersion models. For each dispersion
model, the parameters calculated using nonlinear dispersion relation are compared with the
same dispersion model when linear dispersion relation is assumed. It is worth to mention
here that linear dispersion was established using the frequency values at the BZ center and
boundaries, for different orientations and polarization branches, not the sound velocity—
defined as the group velocity at  point. In addition, values for spherical BZ
approximation are also reported in the case of isotropic dispersion models for the sake of
comparison with the actual truncated octahedral BZ. From Table 5.2, we can infer several
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remarks about the interplay between different approximations used. By checking the
estimated values of integral quantities listed in Table 5.2, which appear in macroscopic
expressions for the thermal conductivity, we realize that the combined effect of adopting
these simplifications can result in overestimation or underestimation of the calculated
thermal conductivity. This is mainly because the relative errors, due to the introduction of
such approximations, in the evaluation of different parameters, constituting thermal
conductivity expression, goes in the two opposite directions. For example, while linear
dispersion approximation increases the value of 3-phonon scattering phase space (which
means higher phonons scattering rates and smaller relaxation times) and produces smaller
value for Debye characteristic temperature, it yields higher values for the average group
velocity. Accordingly, the overall impact of this approximation on the thermal conductivity
cannot directly be inferred. This elucidates the role played by error cancellation for simple
models, which ignore real phonon states structure, to reproduce experiment at certain
temperature range. However, spectral properties should always be examined for a model
to be considered reliable.

Fig. 5.1 shows the simulated phonon DOS for different dispersion models. It can be seen
in this figure that isotropic continuum models exaggerate the height of the resolved peaks,
while underestimate the phonon DOS for the rest of the spectrum. The same behavior was
reported by Houston [97] in his method to calculate the phonon spectrum by the use of
Kubic harmonics expansion (basis functions derived from spherical harmonics and
symmetric under cubic point group operations) using dispersion curves in the three high
symmetry directions. This behavior is now well understood to be a direct result of the
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existing points with Van Hove singularity near (or at) the BZ surface in these directions.
Under isotropic dispersion assumption and for a given polarization branch, all of these
points lie on the same constant-energy-surface. On the other hand, FANISO and, to some
extent, SANISO models alleviate this behavior and resemble better agreement with
spectrum calculated from the lattice dynamic approach (by solving the secular determinant
for many points in general directions and applying suitable interpolation technique to get
the values for the q-points sampled on finer BZ mesh).

Fig. 5.1. Phonon density of states (DOS) for different dispersion models using nonlinear
dispersion.
Impact of Dispersion Relations and BZ Structure
In the previous chapter, we investigated the impact of the numerical implementation of our
approach on the thermal conductivity prediction to single them out. For the rest of this
chapter, only the results based on Lorentzian function representation of Dirac delta and a
mesh with Lp = 23 are reported. Now, to discern the effect of dispersion models and
relations, it is more constructive to start by examining the emerging phonon spectrum for
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each of them. Figure 5.2 shows phonon DOS for linear versus nonlinear dispersion
relations of different dispersion models. It is obvious that the linear dispersion assumption
mitigates the effect of Van Hove singularity for the case of isotropic continuum, by

Fig. 5.2. The impact of dispersion relation (linear versus nonlinear) on phonon Density of
States (DOS) for ISO1, ISO2, ISO3, SANISO, and FANISO dispersion models.
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reducing the height of the resolved peaks. For the case of FANISO model, linear dispersion
increases the fraction of phonon modes belong to the low energy regime at the cost of the
high energy modes. Similar trends are noted for isotropic continuum models but the effect
is less pronounced.

Specific heat is one quantity that affect thermal conductivity, see Eq. (3.1.5.4). By studying
the behavior of spectral specific heat profile, we can gain insight toward identifying which
portion of phonon spectrum is the dominant heat carriers over temperature. The high
collective contribution to specific heat of intermediate-energy phonon modes, at
intermediate and high temperature range, can offset their relatively lower values of
relaxation times with respect to low energy modes. Figures 5.3 (a) and (b) provide the
spectral contribution to the harmonic isochoric specific heat versus energy and energy
normalized by the temperature, respectively, at different temperatures using FANISO
model, in addition to Debye model prediction at 10 K. They show that the energy of the
dominant contributing modes changes with temperature up to 20 K, as higher energy modes
(with higher DOS) are getting occupied by phonons. For temperatures above 20 K, the two
distinct maxima observed correspond to the ensemble of transverse and longitudinal modes
near BZ surface, respectively, in accordance to phonon DOS (Fig. 5.2). This is contrary to
Debye model prediction, with one peak that is always located at normalized energy
( E / kBT ) ~ 3.8, with all polarization branches lumped together. Figure 5.3(c) shows the
impact of dispersion models on the harmonic isochoric specific heat (normalized by the
classical limit), while Fig 5.3(d) provides the absolute value, as a function of temperature,
for FANISO model, alongside with the vibrational entropy. These results depict that
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harmonic properties are less sensitive to the used dispersion model. Figure 5.4 reveals
relaxation times as a function of the wavevector in the three high symmetry directions for
different polarization branches at 20 K for FANISO, SANISO and ISO1 dispersion models
using SMRT approximation (a-c) and iterative scheme (d-f). In addition, relaxation times
of

normal

and

umklapp

processes

from

FANISO

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

model

using

Fig. 5.3. Normalized spectral specific heat at different temperatures using FANISO
dispersion model vs. energy (a) and versus normal modes energy normalized by thermal
energy (b), in addition to the isochoric specific heat for different dispersion models
normalized by the classical limit (c), and the vibrational entropy alongside with the
isochoric specific heat for FANISO dispersion model under harmonic approximation (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 5.4. Impact of dispersion model on Mode-dependent relaxation times in the three
principal crystallographic directions ([001], [110], and [111]) at 20 K for different
polarization branches using SMRT model (a-c) and iterative scheme (d-f). In addition,
normal and umklapp processes relaxation times for different polarization branches in the
same directions at 20 K, using FANISO dispersion model and SMRT approximation, are
shown (g-i). Wavevectors are normalized by the maximum wavelength in each direction.
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Fig. 5.5. BZ structure impact (truncated octahedron versus sphere) on thermal conductivity
profile (as a function of temperature) for the three different isotropic dispersion models,
namely, ISO1 ISO2, and ISO3, and for three different models of relaxation time: SMRT,
Callaway, and Umklapp processes only (under SMRT approximation).
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SMRT approximation are shown (g-h). From this, we observe oscillations in relaxation
time profile when isotropic continuum model is applied. These oscillations are damped, to
some extent, when SANISO model was used. On the other hand, FANISO model produces
fairly smooth profiles as a result of eliminating the roughness in phonon DOS due to Van
Hove Singularity, which evidences the role played by dispersion data in low symmetry
direction. On the other hand, relative values of the relaxation times of normal and umklapp
processes indicates clearly that normal processes are the dominant scattering mechanism
for most of phonon modes in the BZ, except for small fraction of longitudinal modes
located towards BZ surface. So, applying SMRT approximation should be questionable.
This observation holds true for other dispersion models as well. In Fig. 5.5, thermal
conductivity profile as a function of temperature, from our three isotropic dispersion
models (ISO1, ISO2, and ISO3) are plotted for both spherical BZ and truncated octahedron.
In this regard, predictions based on Callaway’s, SMRT, and umklapp relaxation times are
compared. The order of magnitude difference between Callaway’s and SMRT
approximation prediction for thermal conductivity, over the entire temperature range,
conforms well to our observation of the predominance of normal processes. The
discrepancy between the different isotropic dispersion models, constructed from the same
interatomic potential, leaves no doubt that isotropic continuum approximation is not
adequate. In addition, comparing the prediction of umklapp based conductivity for the two
BZ shapes shows how introducing a restricting approximation that phonon triplets will
always be coplanar for spherical BZ, with pseudo-reciprocal lattice vector that is always
selected to be collinear with the phonon wavevector that belongs to q`` space, produces
unpredictable pattern. From Table 5.2, we know that BZ shape has negligible effect on P3,
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however, anisotropy of umklapp processes in case of truncated octahedron with ISO3
dispersion mode, makes its pattern similar to the case of spherical BZ and ISO2 dispersion
model with its non-degenerate transvers branches. Despite that, the overall impact of BZ
shape on the thermal conductivity is minimal, due to the dominance of normal processes
and hence dispersion model is the determining factor.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 compare between the thermal conductivity profiles of linear and
nonlinear dispersion relations, for differet dispersion models, using SMRT approximation
and iterative scheme, respectively. They evidences that the combined effect of accounting

Fig. 5.6. The impact of dispersion relation (linear vs. nonlinear) on thermal conductivity
profile (as a function of temperature) for ISO1, ISO2, ISO3, SANISO, and FANISO
dispersion models using SMRT approximation.
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Fig. 5.7. The impact of dispersion relation (linear vs. nonlinear) on thermal conductivity
profile (as a function of temperature) for different dispersion models using iterative scheme
for relaxation time calculations.
for dispersion anisotropy and assuming linear dispersion relation can counteract the effect
of linear dispersion alone under isotropic continuum approximation. For example, while
linear dispersion increases the available 3-phonon scattering phase space, we can see
clearly this does not always give lower values for thermal conductivity in case of SANISO
and FANISO dispersion models. So, the overall behavior depends also on the dispersion
models used, and some times on the temperature range under consideration.

Thermal Conductivity Anisotropy and Relaxation Times Correlation Effects
In Sec. 5.1 we quanitatively assesed the impact of the input parameters on the thermal
conductivity, namely dispersion model and relations and the BZ structure. We also showed
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the dominance of normal scattering processes, which made SMRT approximation
indaquate. In this section, we focus on the impact of relaxation time models and how taking
in consideration the off-diagonal elements of phonon collision operator for umklapp
processes reveals anisotropy in the thermal conductivity of cubic argon. Figures 5.8(a) and
5.8(b) compare thermal conductivity obtained from different dispersion models using
nonlinear dispersion for the iterative scheme and SMRT approximation, respectively.
Experimental data, shown in Fig. 5.8(a), be attributed to disregarding 4-phonon processes,
which can play significant role in thermal resistivity of solid argon at high temperature, as
predicted in Ref. [92]. However, without accounting for the effect of thermal expansion
using, for example, temperature dependent dispersion curves, we are not able to confirm
that. In addition, it is obvious that the impact of dispersion models on thermal conductivity,
as a function of temperature, is not monotonic. For example, the same dispersion model
can overestimate the conductivity at a certain temperature. In Sec. 3.1.3 it was indicated
that, among the models considered, Srivastava’s and the iterative relaxation times are the
only ones that can predict anisotropy in thermal conductivity. It was also clarified that this
anisotropic behavior within our approach, which considers linear regime, depends only on
the direction of the applied temperature gadient, but not on its magnitude. Figure 5.9(a)
presents thermal conductivity profile, as a function of temperature, for the different
relaxation time models using FANISO dispersion model, when temperature gradient is
applied along one of the three high symmetry directions, while Fig. 5.9(b) shows the results
based on umklapp processes only, for both Srivastava’s model and the iterative scheme.
Since the differences in the values of thermal conductivity for different temperature
gradient directions are small and exhibit temperature dependence, Fig. 5.9(c) provides the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.8. (a) A comparison between thermal conductivity prediction for different dispersion
model using iterative scheme and experimental data of argon (taken from White and Woods
[82]). (b) Thermal conductivity prediction for different dispersion models under SMRT
approximation. (c) and (d) Impact of dispersion relation on thermal conductivity prediction
for three different models of relaxation time: SMRT, Callaway, and Umklapp processes
only (under SMRT approximation) using FANISO and SANISO dispersion models,
respectively.
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relative change of thermal conductivity, by taking the temperature gradient in [111]
direction as the reference, for both Srivastava’s model and the iterative scheme. Figure
13(d) is similar to Fig 13(a), but for SANISO dispersion model. These figures reveal that
anisotropy in condutivity is persistent over the entire temperature range, however, it is more
distinct for FANISO dispersion model. Strikingly, Srivastava’s model prediction is
completely different from the iterative scheme. While, for the iterative scheme, anisotropic
conductivity is more remarkable at low temperature with maximum relative changes below
8 % at the peak conductivity, which falls off to small values at high temperature,
Srivastava’s model produces anisotropic conductivity that levels off at relative change of
10 % at high temperatures. In addition, Srivastava’s model predict the conductivity to be
higher, when temperature gradient is applied along [110] direction, and gives minimal
differences in high-temperature-conductivity when this direction is changed to [100]. On
the contrary, the highest conducivity in iterative scheme is obtainend when the temperature
gradient is parallel to [111] direction. Moreover, it shows that conductivity for [110]
temperature gradient reaches a slightly higher values than [111] direction at high
temperature. These discrepancies can be interpreted in light of the complete reliance of
Srivastava’s model, to account for the off-diagonal elements of the umklapp processes
collision kernel, on the anisotropy of the IBZ without making any explicit account to the
dispersion data. This is obvious from Fig 5.9(b), with anisotropy more pronounced for
Srivastava’s model. The other factor is the statistical average tratment of the coupling
constants in Srivastava’s model, in contrast to the iterative scheme. This particular part is
the main reason for the failure of Callaway’s model to reproduce experimental data at the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.9. Predicted anisotropy in thermal conductivity, when the temperature gradient is
applied towards one of the three high symmetry directions [001], [110], and [111]
respectively, for Srivastava model and the iterative scheme using FANISO dispersion
model, along with Callaway’s and SMRT models’ predictions (a). The impact of neglecting
the normal processes contribution to thermal resistivity on the anisotropy of thermal
conductivity (b). The relative percentage change in thermal conductivity, when the
direction of applied temperature gradient changed from [111] direction, versus temperature
for Srivastava model and the iterative scheme (c). Thermal conductivity anisotropy
prediction for SANISO dispersion model using iterative scheme along with Callaway’s and
SMRT models’ predictions (d).
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entire temperature range, in contrast to the iterative solution, however it captured the right
order of magnitude, see Fig. 5.9(a). To elaborate on the significance of how the relaxation
time was statistically averaged out, for the treatment of correlation effects, mode-averaged
relaxation time was calculated using two diferent weighting functions, namely DOS and
the spectral specific heat. Figure 5.10(a) shows the mode-averaged relaxation time, as a
function of temperature, for the total SMRT as well as the scattering rates for normal and
umklap processes, using the two weighting functions. Effective mode-averaged relaxation
times (weighted by DOS), as a function of temperature, for different relaxation time moels
are displayed in Fig. 5.10(b), while Fig. 5.10(c) shows the mode-averaged Mean Free Path
(MFP) for both iterative and SMRT models. As would be expected, the two different
weighting functions yield the same mode-avearged relaxation time at high temperature.
Nevertheless, spectral specific heat weighted relaxation times shows exponential increase
at low temperature in similarity to DOS-weighted mode-averaged relaxation times due to
Callaway’s and Srivastava’s models. On the other hand, DOS-weighted mode-averaged
relaxation times due to SMRT and iterative models exhibit no temperature dependency at
low temperature. From that, we suggest the use of DOS as the appropriate weighting
function to evaluate mode-averaged relaxation time, contrary to Callawy’s model. At the
same time, the similarity between Callaway’s and the iterative mode-averaged relaxation
times at high temperature, in apparent contradiction to their discrepancies in thermal
conductivity prediction, can be noticed. This evidences that treating coupling constants at
individual mode level is critical for accurate representation of correlation effects. It is worth
to mention that mode-averaged MFP follow the same pattern as the mode-averaged
relaxation time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5.10. Mode-averaged relaxation time as a function of temperature using two different
weighting functions, namely, DOS and the product of DOS and specific heat, for normal,
umklapp processes along with the total relaxation times under SMRT approximation (a).
The DOS weighted Mode-averaged relaxation time for different relaxation time models (b).
The DOS weighted Mode-averaged Mean Free Path (MFP) for SMRT model and iterative
scheme (c).

Figure 5.11 shows the effective spectral relaxation time at two different temperatures (20
and 80 K) for normal and umklapp processes, as well as the total relaxation time using
SMRT approximation and the iterative scheme, for FANISO dispersion model. The
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Fig. 5.11. Effective spectral relaxation time at two different temperatures (20 and 80 K) for
normal and umklapp processes, as well as the total relaxation time using SMRT
approximation and the iterative scheme, for FANISO dispersion model. The temperature
gradient was taken parallel to [001] for the iterative solution.

temperature gradient was taken parallel to [001] for the iterative solution. Again, it
emphasizes the predominance of the normal processes over the whole spectrum, which
makes SMRT approximation fail for that reason, for an appreciable fraction of the spectrum.
SMRT relaxation times are smaller at 80 K than the minimum acceptable values for this
model to be of physical significance [98]. As a result, the predicted conductivity values are
severely underestimated. By referring to the exponents of the power function fit for
different scattering processes, a temperature dependency was found. Although the values
of energy exponents are within the suggested values in literature, showing temperature
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Fig. 5.12. Color map of spectral contribution to thermal conductivity, dk/dE, and
normalized spectral conductivity, (1/k) dk/dE, versus temperature for the polarization
branches (TA1, TA2, and LA) and their total contributions using both SMRT
approximation and the iterative scheme. FANISO dispersion models, nonlinear dispersion,
and Lorentz distribution were employed in these simulations. The temperature gradient
was taken parallel to [001] for the iterative solution.
dependence raise concerns about the validity of applying Holland’s model, which
postulates the dependency of relaxation time on temperature and energy is separable.

Figure 5.12 shows color maps of the spectral thermal conductivity and the normalized
spectral conductivity as a function of temperature for different polarization branches and
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the total one, using both SMRT approximation and the iterative scheme. The figure shows
that, while SMRT approximation predicts low energy phonon modes to be the dominant
heat carriers over the entire temperature range, accounting for the correlation between the
scattering of different phonon modes by using the iterative solution shows that high energy
modes contribution to thermal conductivity predominate at high temperature. This Figure
supports MD study findings [53] of the existence of two distinct modes of heat
propagations, due to incoherent scattering (dominating in low energy modes), and coherent
scattering [99-102] (dominating in high energy phonon modes). This evidences a crossover
between the particle-like mode of phonon transport (phonon diffusion) to the wave-like
mode at high temperature, as high energy phonon modes become the dominant heat carriers.
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6. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE

Introduction and Background
As a Mott-insulator, phonons are the dominant heat carriers in uranium dioxide over a wide
range of temperature. As we highlighted in Chapter 1, the recent experimental
measurements of UO2 phonon linewidths for several normal modes along the three
principal crystallographic directions, using INS experimental technique [16,17], made
possible benchmarking microscopic models for thermal conductivity prediction at modal
level. As we will show later in this chapter, studies used MD simulations and firstprinciples-informed BTE methods (using solely 3-phonon processes) overestimate thermal
conductivity of UO2 at room temperature, by a factor of two or so, and underestimate it at
higher temperatures. In one study, a value lower than one half of the experimental data
at1200 K was predicted [16]. Although the overestimation at room temperature has been
always justified as a result of ignoring other phonon scattering mechanisms, e.g., scattering
by defects and grain boundaries, the high temperature prediction of the same studies reveals
that this assumption is self-contradictory. In addition, Pang et al. found discrepancy
between FGR prediction for phonon scattering rates in UO2, using DFT-provided input
data, and their INS experimental measurements for several phonon modes. Furthermore, it
is known that at high temperatures 4-phonon scattering processes play a role in thermal
resistivity, so predictions based on 3-phonon scattering alone should give higher thermal
conductivity values than the experimental findings [40,92]. Although this expectation
applies well to other semiconductors such as Silicon and Germanium, UO 2 is an obvious
exception. On the other hand, Gofryk et al. [9] reported recently on observing
experimentally anisotropy in thermal conductivity of uranium dioxide that is persistent to
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high temperature (~ 300 K), in the diffusion regime of thermal transport, and cannot be
justified by extrinsic resistive mechanism. Although they suggested phonon-magnetic spin
coupling to be the reason for this anisotropy, they neither presented a predictable kinetic
model, nor used real phonon spectrum for UO2. Instead, they developed a
phenomenological model that uses fitting parameters to reproduce the experimental results,
by extending Callaway model to account for phonon-magnon scattering mechanism and
considering Debye spectrum. Motivated by these recent experimental findings, we analyze
in this chapter the impact of various approximations, encountered in intrinsic lattice
thermal conductivity calculation for uranium dioxide, on the model predictability at modal
and macroscopic level. The main goal is to identify the critical parameters in the evaluation
of 3-phonon scattering rates, within quasi-continuum approximation, and to assess the
validity of perturbation theory to describe the collision kernel of linearized BTE for UO 2.
This investigation will provide insight to better understand the capability of the currently
available models, which most of the time fail to reproduce the experimental thermal
conductivity over extended temperature range and/or phonon properties, and shed light on
possible directions for modelling improvement of this challenging material with its
complex electronic structure.

For this purpose, we focus in the present study on the regime where three-phonon processes
are the main scattering mechanism for phonons in UO2 (the range of temperature between
290 K and 1200 K). This is mainly motivated by the availability of experimental data for
phonon spectrum and linewidth at the two extremes of this range. In addition, this mostly
covers the operational temperature range of interest for UO2 in nuclear reactors.
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Accordingly, this study is primarily concerned with the single crystal paramagnetic UO 2,
which is characterized by fluorite structure ( 𝐹𝑚3𝑚 ). Uranium dioxide encounters a
magnetic phase transition around a temperature of 30.8 K, which is known as Néel
temperature, from antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase [9]. Although the thermal
conductivity predictions at low temperature are presented in this chapter, it is important to
keep in mind that the current model does not consider phonon-magnetic spin interactions.
Without considering phonon-magnetic spin interaction, thermal conductivity profile versus
temperature, in the low temperature, is expected to follow the typical theoretical prediction
for dielectric materials. It starts with a regime following the temperature dependence of
specific heat (i.e., in direct proportionality with the cubic of the absolute temperature),
which continues up to a peak in the profile (usually located about 0.05 θD). This peak
separates this regime from another one characterized by T -1 dependency. From a
mechanistic point of view, this indicates transition from boundary and isotopic scattering
dominated regime (characterized by temperature independent relaxation time) to 3phonons scattering dominated regime (with temperature dependent relaxation time).
Unlike UO2, thorium dioxide (ThO2), for example, does not undergo phase transition at
low temperature, and thus its conductivity follows closely the aforementioned behavior.
For UO2, Gofryk et al. [9] reported on observing a pronounced double-peak in the
conductivity profile about 10 K and 220 K, respectively. In addition, a minimum at Néel
temperature was measured. This behavior is atypical for materials undergoes
antiferromagnetic transition, which is attributed to the activation of phonon resonant
scattering mechanism by disordered magnetic spin in the paramagnetic phase that is absent
in the antiferromagnetic phase, as the magnetic spin is ordered in this phase. However, they
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reported a remarkable deviation from the classical T3 behavior below the peak at 10 K
( k  T 1.45 was observed), which was speculated to be an indication of magnon contribution
to thermal conductivity in this regime below Néel temperature. As mentioned earlier 3phonon scattering is dominant above the second peak temperature, with pronounced T -1
behavior for thermal conductivity. In accordance with the theoretical prediction of 4phonon processes to start play an effective role in phonon scattering above one third of
melting temperature (marked by a change in the exponent of the temperature dependence
of thermal conductivity), experimental measurements suggest 1300 K as the onset of this
mechanism to be effective in UO2 [5,6,10,12]. In addition, polaron ambipolar contribution
(electronic contribution) is found to be remarkable between 1800 K – 2700 K [5,6].
Furthermore, experimental measurements of uranium dioxide conductivity at higher
temperatures towards the melting temperature report on a local minimum in the profile
followed by a new regime where thermal conductivity starts to increase with temperature.
This new regime labels the onset of electronic contribution to thermal conductivity to be
appreciable with respect to lattice thermal conductivity. In addition, dislocation annealing
at these high temperatures has a sensible impact on the lattice contribution [5,6]. However,
the high temperature λ-phase transition (a characteristic diffusive phase transition of
fluorite structure) about 2670 K [5,6,10,12] could also impact the thermal conductivity of
uranium dioxide near melting temperature. Using empirical fit, Brand and Neuer developed
a formulation for UO2 thermal conductivity calculation, which consists of three terms [5,6].
The first accounts for the phonon contribution, while the second for the electronic
contribution (with theoretical support), and the third for thermal conductivity decrease by
dislocations (based on Weilbacher recommendation to fit high temperature data). For
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phonon contribution, Pomeranchuck expression is one of two expressions commonly used
[5,25]. It gives lattice conductivity as a function of temperature using quadratic polynomial
in the denominator with the three coefficients to be fixed. The constant in the quadratic
polynomial gives the contribution of the grain boundary to the scattering strength, while
the coefficient of the linear and quadratic terms gives the contributions of 3-phonon and 4phonon scattering processes, respectively. For these terms, the theoretical prediction for
lattice thermal conductivity based solely on one of these two mechanisms are employed,
which follow T-1 and T-2, respectively. It is worth to mention that the increase in specific
heat capacity of UO2 below 1000 K is attributed to the lattice harmonic oscillation. In
similarity to the behavior of thermal expansion, the anharmonic contribution to the heat
capacity between 1000 K and 1500 K is important. While above this temperature,
electronic contribution and lattice defects play a role.

In addition to its technological importance, it is obvious from the aforementioned
discussion that UO2 (the center of this study) is of theoretical interest. The characteristic
behavior of the thermal conductivity profile of this material is still an open challenge. This
requires revisiting the validity of common approximation traditionally introduced into the
available theoretical models and dictates close examination of the solution methods. Direct
benchmarking of simulated phonon properties results of perfect crystals provides a precise
assessment criteria than thermal conductivity. In the rest of this chapter we will investigate
the impact of different approximations presented in the previous chapter on the UO 2
thermal conductivity prediction.
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Computational Model
To accurately predict thermal conductivity of UO2, the model should be comprehensive in
the sense that it accounts for contributions from all normal modes including optical modes.
This requirement is emphasized by several experimental and first-principles studies that
showed the invalidity of neglecting the propagation of optical modes under the assumption
of their low group velocity, since several materials have at least one optical branch with
group velocities higher than the acoustic branches over large portion of the brillouin zone.
So, to apply our computational model presented in chapter 3 to UO2, some modifications
are needed first. In the next three subsections, we address these modifications.
6.2.1

Dispersion curves

DFT and MD simulation techniques have been widely used to provide the harmonic and
anharmonic IFCs, with a proven success in reproducing phonon properties for several
semiconductors with single atom, e.g., silicon and germanium. However, this is still to be
achieved for materials with more complicated structures and multiply primitive cells.
Being highly correlated system with 5f electrons, having a reliable electronic structure
model for UO2 is still a challenge to be overcome. On the other hand, many classical
interatomic potentials used in MD are neither optimized for nor reproduce accurately the
vibrational properties of the system. Most of the time, they are fit by the use of equilibrium
properties. Even those potentials optimized to reproduce phonon dispersion use only the
energies of few phonon modes at the center or the edges of the brillouin zone for the
parameterization, let alone the functional forms of most of these interatomic potential,
which are not substantiated on physical ground. Accordingly, a direct integration scheme
of experimentally measured phonon properties into kinetic models is preferred for
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compounds with many optical branches. To avoid solving the dynamical matrix for UO 2
with its high computational cost, the requirement of adopting a force model, and the
unquantified uncertainty, dispersion data from inelastic neutron scattering experiment at
295 K [16,17] are used to construct phonon dispersion curves for UO2 in the three high
symmetry crystallographic directions, under quasi-continuum approximation. The same
fitting scheme explained in chapter 3 is used for this purpose. In this regard, it is worth
mentioning that for the fitting of optical branches dispersion curves, the first boundary
condition of Eq. 3.2.2.6 was replaced by

 ghs,i (r  0, s) 

f i hs (0,s)
 0.
r

(6.2.1.1)

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 shows the generated dispersion curves and group velocities,
respectively, for different polarization branches in [001], [110], and [111] directions. On

Fig. 6.1. UO2 phonon dispersion curves in the high symmetry crystallographic directions
[001], [110], and [111] for the different polarization branches: Transverse Acoustic (TA),
Longitudinal Acoustic (LA), low energy Transverse Optic (TO1), low energy Longitudinal
Optic (LO1), high energy Transverse Optic (TO2), and high energy Longitudinal Optic
(LO2), constructed from INS experimental dispersion data (adapted from [17]).  is the
Cartesian component of wave vector normalized by the maximum wavenumber in the same
direction. Transverse branches are degenerate for the three directions.
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Fig. 6.2. Phonon group velocities in the three high symmetry directions [001], [110], and
[111] for the different polarization branches, calculated by the direct differentiation of the
dispersion curves.

Fig. 6.3. UO2 phonon density of states (DOS) for different dispersion models using
nonlinear dispersion. Clearly, isotropic continuum models overestimate the resolved peaks
height, while underestimate the PDOS for the rest of the spectrum.
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the other hand, Fig. 6.3 shows the simulated phonon DOS for different dispersion models,
which follows the same behavior observed in Fig. 5.1 and discussed in the previous chapter.
6.2.2

Crystal anharmonicity

Numerical instabilities of the third derivatives of crystal potential using DFT or MD tends
to maximize the margin of error. This is especially critical for relaxation time calculations.
So, we will apply the long wave approximation in the current investigation. One of the
limitations of the top-down approach to represent crystal anharmonicity of materials with
optical polarization branches is the absence of any recognition of the lattice basis in the
continuum approximation, and thus relative displacements between sublattices has no
physical meaning (see Appendix C.). Accordingly, the polarization branches are only of
acoustic type. However, a pseudo type of replacement representing the internal degrees of
freedom in the primitive cell due to the existence of more than one basis can be assumed.
To consider the nonzero value of optical modes energies at BZ center, within our long wave
approximation, we replaced the sound velocity appearing in the denominator of the 3phonon scattering strength expression (see, for example, Eq. 3.1.4.1) by BZ-averaged
s
phase velocity (over all polarization branches),  ph

2

. Our proposed averaged phase

velocity, is a more adequate measure of average anharmonicity, retains the used scattering
rate expression physically sound, and capture fairly the thermal conductivity as well as the
right order of magnitude of the relaxation times for UO2. Klemens introduced a coefficient

 [60] to account for the reduction of the IFCs, arising from the alternating sign of the
atomic linkage, to be multiplied by the macroscopic Grüneisen parameter and used it as
the average measure of crystal anharmonicity in the long wave approximation. The value
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of  should be less than one, for example,  = 0.5 was used for silicon. Our measure of
crystal anharmonicity is equivalent to define Klemens’ reduction coefficient as

 2  S2

1
s
 ph

2

1
 ,
9

(6.2.2.1)

and it is in conformity with Srivastava’s suggestion of assigning the reciprocal of primitive
cell bases number as a value for this factor [40]. Finally, before leaving this point, we need
to emphasize that atomistic techniques should provide a neat way for calculating
anharmonic IFCs. Despite of that, the numerical instabilities associated with taking the
finite difference of calculated interatomic forces to find its second derivative (the third
derivative of the crystal potential energy) makes it a very challenging alternative for a
complex system like UO2 and large mass ratio (mU/mO). Promising approaches (for
example, Density Functional Perturbation Theory) are in the phase of development [56].
6.2.3

Convergence of the iterative BTE solver

We found that our definition of iterative relaxation time presented in chapter 3 is not
numerically stable when applied to systems with optical polarization branches. The
numerical scheme in this case features oscillatory divergence behavior. To overcome this
difficulty, Eq. 3.1.5.15 is recast as

 qsi1   qsSMRT (1   iqs )   qsi1    qsSMRT    i  qsi  .
1

1

1

(6.2.3.1)

In the new expression, the evaluation of the relaxation time of a given phonon mode in the
current iteration takes into account a weighted contribution from the calculated relaxation
time of the same mode in the previous iteration. By the virtue of that, the new definition
of the iterative relaxation time provides a stable convergent scheme. The convergence
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Fig. 6.4. Convergence behavior of the two tested expressions for the iterative scheme
(thermal conductivity prediction versus number of iterations for UO2 at 295 K using
FANISO model). Expression 1 is the original form of the iterative relaxation time given by
Eq. 3.1.3.15, while Expression 2 is the modified version defined in Eq. 6.2.3.1.
behavior of UO2 thermal conductivity simulations at 295 K using FANISO dispersion
model is exhibited for the two forms in Fig. 6.4.

Results and Discussion
In this section the impact of dispersion and relaxation times models on the prediction of
relaxation times, thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity and vibrational entropy is
presented. Table 6.1. summarizes the calculated lattice thermal conductivity (k) and
harmonic isochoric specific heat capacity (CV) at 295 K using the different models of
dispersions mentioned in chapter 3, in addition to three-phonon scattering phase space (P 3).
Clearly, the overestimation of thermal conductivity at room temperature, encountered in
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isotropic continuum models, is attributed to the underestimation of 3-phonon scattering
phase space. At the same time, discrepancy between the three isotropic models’ predictions
for thermal conductivity indicates clearly the inadequacy of isotropic continuum for UO 2.
By considering cubic anisotropy, a remarkable improvement in the agreement with
experimental conductivity is achieved. Obviously, DFT and MD studies results are in poor
agreement with experiment. On the other hand, harmonic properties, such as specific heat
capacity, can be well represented by any of the considered dispersion models. Although
we are in this table showing the experimental data for the isobaric specific heat, which is
easier to be measured, the values of heat capacity measured at constant volume and
constant pressure for conditions are almost the same for UO2 at this temperature [1,14,27].
Table 6.1. Summary of calculated SMRT thermal conductivity, harmonic isochoric
specific heat capacity, and 3-phonon scattering phase space for UO2 using different
dispersion models at 295 K. In addition, experimental, DFT, and MD data are shown.
Dispersion model

k [W m-1 K-1]

CV [J kg-1 K-1]

P3

ISO1

11.9

228.1

0.0016

ISO2

9.7

228.1

0.0025

ISO3

16.0

224.0

0.001

SANISO

9.18

226.5

0.0022

FANISO

8.5

227.3

0.017

Experimental

8.4 ± 1.5 [16]

235 (Cp) [27]

DFT

11.1, 17 [16,14]

MD

20.6 [9]
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Table 6.2 lists several calculated mode-averaged and macroscopic properties for UO 2 at
295 K and 1200 K using FANISO dispersion model and SMRT approximation. Obviously,
at the higher temperature thermal conductivity agreement with experiment is worsen. A
prediction of 1.9 W/m.K for thermal conductivity at 1200 K compares poorly with
experimental data of 3.4 W/m.K [16]. However, this is still better than DFT prediction of
1.4 W/m.K [16]. By examining the mode-averaged values for relaxation times of normal
and umklapp processes, we realize that normal processes are still dominant at 1200 K. On
Table 6.2. Summary of calculated mode-averaged and integral quantities using FANISO
dispersion model and SMRT for UO2 at 290 K and 1200 K.
Quantity

T = 290 K

T = 1200 K

k

8.6 [W/m.K]

1.9 [W/m.K]

k[Callaway]

9.3 [W/m.K]

2.0 [W/m.K]

CV

226.0 [J/kg.K]

273.6 [J/kg.K]

Svib

244.9 [J/kg.K]

611.5 [J/kg.K]

lave

2.9 [nm]

0.6 [nm]

P3

0.017

0.017

τU

12.0 [ps]

2.6 [ps]

τN

3.5 [ps]

0.7 [ps]

τSMRT

2.0 [ps]

0.4 [ps]
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the other hand, averaged values of total relaxation time and MFP at 1200 K are below the
minimum limits for this approach to be physically sound (~ 1ps and ~ 1nm, respectively).
This is alarming and necessitates investigating the simulation results at modal level to
better assess the validity of perturbation theory approach.

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 depicts the normalized joint DOS (two-phonon DOS) versus phonon
mode energy and wavenumber, respectively, for different polarization branches and
different types of interactions (fission, fusion, normal, umklapp, and the total) along [001]
crystallographic directions. From these figures, we realize that the relative probability to
undergo a specific interaction depends intuitively on its energy or wavevector. So, for a
given polarization branch, lower energy modes are more likely to undergo fusion, while
higher energy modes are more likely to undergo fission. At the same time, long wavelength
modes are more likely to participate in normal process, while short wavelength modes will
favor participating in umklapp process. On the other side, all polarization branches share
the same order of magnitude for the joint DOS, which means that all of them are active in
3-phonon scattering processes. Nevertheless, low energy phonon bands favor fusion, while
high energy bands favor fission. It should be emphasized here that this analysis is
temperature independent, as no temperature dependent dispersion was considered. In
addition, it does not depend on the model used for crystal anharmonicity.

Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) display the harmonic specific heat capacity and vibrational
entropy, respectively, versus temperature for the different dispersion models. In agreement
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Fig. 6.5. Normalized joint density of states for different 3-phonon processes and
polarization branches in [001] direction using FANISO model.
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Fig. 6.6. Normalized joint density of states for different 3-phonon processes and
polarization branches in [001] direction versus reduced wavenumber using FANISO model.
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Fig. 6.7. Harmonic isochoric specific heat capacity (a) and vibrational entropy (b) for
different dispersion models of UO2.
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with our conclusion about the impact of dispersion models on argon harmonic properties,
it can be discerned that they are fairly insensitive to dispersion approximations in UO 2 as
well. This suggests these harmonic properties have an explicit dependence on a
macroscopic quantity, e.g., Debye temperature, instead of phonon states structure.

To quantify the impact of polarization modes on thermal conductivity prediction, three
cases were considered within FANISO dispersion model and using SMRT approximation.
The first case considers acoustic branches only (TA and LA), while the second considers
the acoustic and the low energy optical branches (i.e., TA, LA, TO1, and LO1) and the
third considers all polarization branches. Figure 6.8(a) illustrates the results for the three
cases. Although accounting for optical branches contribution to thermal conductivity can
give rise to getting higher values of thermal conductivity, the excess 3-phonon scattering
phase space due to their interactions with acoustic branches reduces the acoustic branches
contribution. Our results reveal that the second factor is more prominent. So, neglecting
the optical modes in the evaluation of 3-phonon scattering phase space will overestimate
the thermal conductivity of UO2. Despite of that, the underestimation of thermal
conductivity at higher temperatures is still remarkable, regardless of the number of
polarization branches considered. Consequently, one can infer that this anomalous
behavior is beyond the accurate modelling of anharmonic IFCs for optic-acoustic modes
interaction, which may underestimate the acoustic branches contribution to lattice
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6.8. Predicted UO2 thermal conductivity profile (versus temperature) by considering
acoustic polarization branches alone (TA and LA), acoustic and the low energy optical
branches (TA, LA, TO1, and LO1), and all polarization branches, using FANISO model
and SMRT approximation (a). (b) shows the behavior of branch-specific contributions to
the lattice thermal conductivity, when all polarization branches are considered. The
contributions of degenerate branches are added together, so 6 (not 9) branches are depicted.
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conductivity. Instead, this must be related to the evaluation of the scattering rates of optical
modes, which affects the optical branches contributions. Since optical branches
contribution is possibly more important at higher temperature, thermal conductivity
underestimation occurs in this range. Figure 6.8(b) confirms this scenario. By showing
branch specific contribution to thermal conductivity versus temperature, the present model
predicts acoustic branches contribution to be dominant over the entire temperature range
and the optical branch contribution to be negligible. This is in contradictory to the
estimation of a remarkable contribution of LO1 branch to lattice thermal conductivity at
1200 K of about 30%, which is based on experimental measurements of phonon linewidth
[16]. On the other hand, the peaks in branch specific conductivity profile of different
polarization branches are located at different temperature and follow the conclusion we
reached in chapter 4 that their location is proportional to the BZ edge energy of the
dispersion curve and the amplitude is roughly inversely proportional with this energy.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 shows the impact of dispersion and relaxation times models on
thermal conductivity prediction versus temperature along with experimental and
simulation results from other studies for the sake of comparison. In conformity with our
analysis for argon, isotropic continuum assumption overestimates the conductivity, due to
reducing the available phase space for 3-phonon scattering. However, this error
compensates for the characteristic behavior of the present approach to reduce the optical
branches contribution. Accordingly, by overestimating acoustic branches contribution,
better agreement is achieved between isotropic dispersion models’ prediction for thermal
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6.9. (a) Predicted UO2 thermal conductivity profile for various dispersion models,
dispersion relations (linear and nonlinear), and BZ shapes (sp stands for sphere, while OC
stands for truncated octahedral) using all polarization branches and SMRT approximation.
If not specified, nonlinear dispersion and truncated octahedral BZ is assumed. Part (b)
depicts different relaxation time models’ prediction using FANISO dispersion model and
assuming temperature gradient parallel to [001] crystallographic direction.
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Fig. 6.10. (a) Calculated UO2 thermal conductivity profile for different dispersion models,
using SMRT approximation, versus experimental and computational data from other
studies (adapted from [4]). (b) Simulated thermal conductivity anisotropy obtained from
the iterative and Srivastava relaxation time models, when the temperature gradient is
applied towards the three high symmetry crystallographic directions [001], [110], and [111],
respectively, using FNISO dispersion model.
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conductivity and the experiment at high temperature. On the other hand, unlike argon,
accounting for the contribution of the off-diagonal elements of phonon collision operator
in UO2 gives rise to lower values of thermal conductivity, which are in poor agreement
with experiment. So, in general, relaxation times and thermal conductivity are sensitive to
the considered approximations, which is contrary to harmonic properties. Moreover, the
error associated with some approximations marginally offset the impact of other inherent
limitations of the employed approach. However, Fig. 6.10(a) evidences that no single
model achieves better agreement with experiment over the entire temperature range. On
the other hand, Fig. 6.10(b) reveals that anisotropy in thermal conductivity of UO2 is
predicted when full solution of BTE is sought. Nevertheless, Srivastava’s model predicts a
more pronounced anisotropy that is persistent up to high temperatures, with the lowest
value predicted to occur when the temperature gradient is aligned with [111]
crystallographic direction. At the same time, the high values of thermal conductivity at the
peak locations in all considered models, as compared to experimental results, leaves no
doubt that phonon-phonon interactions are not the dominant scattering mechanisms in the
low temperature regime.

Figures 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13 compares the simulated modal relaxation times along [001],
[110], and [111] crystallographic directions, respectively, for different polarization
branches at 290 K with the available experimental values calculated from the measured
phonon linewidth at 295 K. Clearly, there is no general trend that can recommend the use
of one model over the others, however, some features can be discerned. First, all models
consistently underestimate the scattering rates of optical modes, which seems as an inherent
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Fig. 6.11. Impact of dispersion and relaxation time models on mode-dependent relaxation
times prediction along [001] crystallographic directions at 290 K for different polarization
branches. In addition, experimental values based on INS measurements of phonon
linewidth (adapted from [17]) are shown. Wavevectors are normalized by the maximum
wavenumber in the same direction in the first BZ ( qrBZ , , ).
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Fig. 6.12. Impact of dispersion and relaxation time models on mode-dependent relaxation
times prediction along [110] crystallographic directions at 290 K for different polarization
branches. In addition, experimental values based on INS measurements of phonon
linewidth (adapted from [17]) are shown.
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Fig. 6.13. Impact of dispersion and relaxation time models on mode-dependent relaxation
times prediction along [111] crystallographic directions at 290 K for different polarization
branches. In addition, experimental values based on INS measurements of phonon
linewidth (adapted from [17]) are shown.
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feature of applying the perturbation theory approach to this system. This observation
explains the underestimation issue of optical branches contribution. Second, the simulated
relaxation times of acoustic branches seems to achieve poorer agreement with experiment
for normal modes with intermediate wavelength towards BZ edge. Due to the absence of
experimental data for the relaxation times of acoustic modes near the BZ center, the
simulated values cannot be benchmarked. Nevertheless, we speculate that their values are
overestimated, which compensate for the reduction of the optical branches contributions.
This can explain the inability of this component to offset the optical modes contribution at
high temperature, since its relative contribution decreases with temperature. Last, as
indicated in the previous chapter, FANISO model in conjunction with SMRT
approximation gives rise to smoother relaxation time curves. The spectral conductivity and
the effective spectral relaxation times and MFP for FANISO dispersion model and SMRT
approximation at 290 K and 1200 K are plotted in Fig. 6.14. These curves evidence the
dominance of the acoustic branches contribution to lattice thermal conductivity, predicted
in the considered model. At the same time, it reveals that the spectral contribution of the
acoustic branches is almost flat. However, the spectral MFP of these acoustic modes spans
a broad range (from ~ 1 nm to ~ 10 μm). This finding asserts that the dominant heat carriers
in UO2 embraces a broad spectrum of phonon MFP.

The continuously changing microstructure of nuclear fuel in the reactor core, due to pores
introduced into the fuel matrix by growing and migrating gas bubbles and voids (formed
by fission gas) in a dynamic fashion, adversely affects the fuel thermal conductivity.
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Fig. 6.14. Effective spectral relaxation time (a) and Mean Free Path (b) at two different
temperatures (290 and 1200 K) for normal and umklapp processes, in addition to their total
(using Matthiessen’s rule) for FANISO dispersion model under SMRT approximation. Part
(c) depicts the spectral thermal conductivity at the same temperatures.
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Chemical changes of the nuclear fuel over its service lifetime due to radiation-induced
defects is another detrimental factor, commonly attributed to stoichiometric changes.
Accordingly, understanding the porosity and stoichiometry impacts on thermal transport is
the key for developing high fidelity models for radiation effects on fuel thermal
performance. Fission gas bubbles and voids have different shapes and size distribution. For
UO2 a bimodal distribution is expected (with one peak ~ 1 nm and the other one ~ 1 μm)
[103]. Many analytical models for porosity effects on thermal conductivity were developed
based on theories of two-component materials (micromechanical approach) [18,103-108].
In this approach, a representative effective length is used to introduce collectively diffusive
scattering by pore edges into thermal transport resistive mechanisms, by modifying the
average bulk phonons MFP and employing kinetic theory expression for thermal
conductivity. In situations, where the spectrum of the dominant heat carriers embraces a
broad range of MFP, the micromechanical treatment will not be reliable, and rigorous
consideration of the phonon MFP spectrum along with pores size distribution will be
necessary. This is dictated because the resistivity of micro- and nanostructure features to
phonon mediated thermal transport shows frequency dependence. Accordingly, developing
reliable models for radiation effects on thermal conductivity is contingent on the accuracy
of the available techniques for spectral thermal conductivity prediction of the unirradiated
material, along with the modal contributions.

At the end, we have shown that the modal prediction of phonon MFP and relaxation time
for appreciable portion of the BZ, using quasi-harmonic approximation—perturbation
theory approach, is lower than the acceptable minimum limits for this approach to be
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physically sound. Hence, applying the kinetic theory for this case should be invalid and not
theoretically supported. The coupling between phonon-phonon interactions and thermal
expansion instigated theoretical interest to develop models that treat one of them explicitly
and infer the other phenomenon properties quantitatively in an implicit way, e.g., harmonic
potential and harmonic approximation [40]. Based on our modal analysis, we speculate that
other methods such as phonon self-consistent method is needed for the evaluation of the
IFCs in UO2. Another possibility is that the wave nature of thermal transport in this system
cannot be adequately modelled using the kinetic theory. Accordingly, we believe that
thermal transport in uranium dioxide perfect crystal is still in need to be thoroughly
investigated at microscopic level with a careful attention paid to the validity limits of the
theoretical approaches employed in the development of the used computational models.
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7. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIVE REMARKS, AND OUTLOOK

Summary
A robust algorithm is presented for directly incorporating the dispersion curves of high
symmetry directions in phonon transport calculations. In this algorithm, anisotropy of
dispersion relations is accounted for by linearly interpolating dispersion data over the IBZ
between high symmetry directions (FANISO dispersion model). The resulting model
alleviates the need to solve the computationally expensive lattice dynamics problem for
general wavevector in the BZ to find the associated phonon frequencies. We firstly applied
our model to Mie—Lennard-Jones argon. For accurate calculation of three-phonon
scattering rates over the temperature range (2–80 K), our adjustable parameter-free
representation of Dirac delta function was employed. A simple cubic mesh was used to
tessellate the BZ (truncated octahedron) and special q-points were taken as sample points
and the symmetry properties of FCC is exploited to reduce the computation domain to the
IBZ, which yielded an efficient and rapidly converging scheme. This model was employed
in conjunction with kinetic theory for thermal conductivity prediction. The contribution of
the off-diagonal elements of phonon collision operator to the scattering strength was sought
using iterative BTE solver. Spectral relaxation times, mode-averaged relaxation time, mean
free paths, and spectral thermal conductivity over the whole temperature range were
presented, as well as three-phonon scattering phase space.

The impact of several numerical approximations commonly encountered in solving the
linearized BTE for phonons, within harmonic approximation—perturbation theory
approach, are studied and benchmarked against our experimentally validated model. These
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include the dispersion relations, BZ structure, and effective relaxation time models. For
dispersion relations, three isotropic continuum approximations, ISO1, ISO2, and ISO3,
using dispersion curves of the [001], [110], and [111] directions, respectively, were
considered. Another model for the anisotropy of nonlinear elastic medium (SANISO model)
was also compared with FANISO model. The goal was to investigate quantitatively the
impact of the dispersion model on calculated phonon frequency spectrum, and the
sensitivity of the computed relaxation times and thermal conductivity to the used dispersion
model. Linear dispersion (BZ center to edge) was compared with nonlinear dispersion
(using trigonometric function). The effect of the anisotropy of umklapp processes was
elucidated by using two different shapes of the BZ for FCC crystal. The exact shape of
FCC BZ (truncated octahedron) with its well-defined reciprocal lattice vectors
(independent of the interacting phonon triplets) was considered alongside with the
spherical shape with pseudo-reciprocal lattice vector that is always selected to be collinear
with the phonon wavevector that belongs to q`` space (thus adding a restricting
approximation that phonon triplets will always be coplanar). Different available models for
the treatment of the correlation between the relaxation of different phonon states to
equilibrium in relaxation times calculations, namely, SMRT, Callaway’s, and Srivastava’s
models, were also compared. Using experimental dispersion data in the three high
symmetry crystallographic directions, our computational model was then applied to UO2,
for intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity prediction up to 1300 K.
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Conclusions and Outlook
By investigating different dispersion models using argon as a model system, harmonic
specific heat capacity and vibrational entropy were shown to be fairly insensitive to
dispersion approximations, while relaxation times and thermal conductivity are sensitive
to these approximations. For example, 3-phonon phase space was found to be sensitive to
the anisotropy of dispersion curves, as values lower by an order of magnitude were
obtained for isotropic models. The underestimation of P3 under isotropic continuum
approximation is marginally compensated for by assuming linear dispersion relation. On
the other hand, linear dispersion has a slight impact on P3 in the case of FANISO model.
Considering the overall impact of dispersion model and dispersion relation approximations
on intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity, our results evidence that the overall behavior
depends on the temperature range under consideration and in general cannot be
qualitatively estimated, as error cancellations takes place. In addition, it was demonstrated
that the departure from 1/T behavior of thermal conductivity at high temperature, under
harmonic approximation, is partially because of isotropic continuum assumption.
Accordingly, it is crucial to account for cubic anisotropy of dispersion curves for accurate
thermal conductivity prediction, and the argument that employing isotropic continuum
assumption, by using the dispersion curves in one crystallographic direction (most of the
time [001] was chosen), is well-suited for cubic system has been quantitatively
demonstrated to be flawed and unreliable. Although adopting the actual shape of BZ was
revealed to be important for accurate umklapp scattering rates calculation, assuming
spherical BZ did not remarkably influence the predicted thermal conductivity of FCC argon.
This was elucidated by the dominance of normal processes over the entire temperature
range. The current results indicate that the collective nature of phonon modes relaxation is
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critical for the right determination of the order of magnitude of thermal conductivity.
Accordingly, the widely used SMRT approximation is not suitable for the case of solid
argon, as it was shown to significantly underestimate argon thermal conductivity.
Furthermore, the importance of considering the correlation between the relaxation of
different phonon modes at mode-level, and not in statistical average sense as Callaway’s
model does, was revealed. In addition, by illustrating the crossover between heat diffusion
via particle-like phonons and wave-like propagation due to phonon collective scattering at
high temperature, our results emphasized the essential role played by the collective
relaxation of phonon modes. Moreover, our approach predicted anisotropy in thermal
conductivity of cubic argon.

By accounting for the inelastic nature of 3-phonon scattering, this study demonstrates the
existence of characteristic peak thermal conductivity at finite temperature in perfect (defect
free) crystals, regardless of the dispersion and relaxation times models used. In this regard,
the critical importance of adopting Lorentz distribution to represent the regularized energyconserving Dirac delta function in the calculation of the 3-phonon scattering rates at low
temperature, using Fermi golden rule, was demonstrated. This statistical average treatment
of energy conservation rule governing this type of interactions helped us to get finite values
for thermal conductivity at low temperature with a conductivity peak at the appropriate
place. By utilizing macroscopic thermodynamic Grüneisen parameter, FANISO dispersion
model for cubic anisotropy, and the iterative scheme to solve the linearized BTE,
experimental thermal conductivity of FCC argon was fairly reproduced over the whole
temperature range (2 – 80 K) by the sole use of 3-phonon processes. Remarkably, this
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evidences that phonon-phonon interaction mechanisms are effective over the entire
temperature range including low temperature. This is contrary to the common consensus
in the literature, where thermal conductivity profile versus temperature is expected to start
with a regime following the temperature dependence of specific heat (i.e., k  T 3 ) that
continues up to a peak in the profile (usually located about 0.05 θ D). This peak separates
this regime from another one characterized by T-1 dependency. Mechanistically, this
indicates transition from boundary and isotopic scattering dominated regime to 3-phonons
scattering dominated regime.

To apply our computational model to UO2, the averaged phase velocity replaced averaged
sound velocity to obtain a better single measure of crystal anharmonicity. This is important
to account for the reduction of the anharmonic IFCs in the case of primitive cell with bases,
which impacts the scattering strength for optic-acoustic branches interactions. Contrary to
argon, SMRT approximation provides a good estimation of experimental thermal
conductivity for UO2 at room temperature, while underestimates it by a factor of two at
high temperature. At the same time, the contribution of the off-diagonal elements of
phonon collision operator in UO2 is non-negligible, as ignoring them overestimates the
predicted thermal conductivity. Accordingly, SMRT approximation can underestimates or
overestimates thermal conductivity, and this will depend on system under consideration.
In addition, anisotropy in thermal conductivity of UO2 has been successfully modeled,
however the results show weak angular dependency on the direction of the applied
temperature gradient. On the other hand, without considering phonon-magnetic spin
interaction, experimental thermal conductivity at low temperature could not be retrieved.
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In this regard, it is worth to mention that magnetic phase transition taking place around a
temperature of 30.5 K (from antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase). Although
experiment shown that the LO1 branch has a remarkable contribution to lattice thermal
conductivity, our model predicts acoustic branches contribution to be the most prominent
over the entire considered temperature range. By comparing our simulated modal
relaxation times with INS experimental values (based on phonon linewidth), it was
revealed that this observation is a direct consequence of the optical modes relaxation time
being underestimated in the approach we used. Moreover, 4-phonons scattering processes
are expected to start playing an effective role in phonon scattering above one third of
melting temperature (~ 1000 K), causing change in the exponent of the temperature
dependence of thermal conductivity, however, the underestimation of the thermal
conductivity based on 3-phonon scattering alone (predicted in the present study and other
first-principles based studies) raises questions about the validity of perturbation theory
approach for UO2.

Several improvements could be supplemented to the computational model presented here
in this study, which include considering the temperature dependence of the dispersion
curves (quasi-harmonic approximation), mode-specific anharmonicity, employing higher
order interpolation scheme for dispersion data in general directions, and incorporating the
dispersion curves of additional crystallographic directions. Moreover, to further advance
our model, by adding more features and capabilities to our simulation tools, the following
directions can be taken in consideration:
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 Accounting for more phonon scattering processes (mainly scattering by grain
boundaries and point defects).
 Invoking stochastic technique for solving the BTE using Monte Carlo, mainly
because:


It provides a better tool for the assessment of uncertainties in the
calculated thermal conductivity.



Allow for calculating size dependent thermal conductivity (thus
identifying ballistic limit and diffusion limit).



Explicit treatment of the non-resistive nature of N-processes.



Can model spatially distributed microstructure effects (which resolves
inhomogeneity of the system).



Comparison between equilibrium and nonequilibrium thermal
conductivity can be made, and hence the validity of linear transport
coefficient can be assessed.

 Investigating anharmonicity and temperature effects on phonon energies (energyshift) and linewidth (peak broadening).
 Introducing mode-dependent (microscopic) Grüneisen parameter into the model.
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APPENDIX A.

A.I. SECOND QUANTIZATION OF LATTICE HAMILTONIAN
Describing quantum many-body systems by second quantization formalism (canonical
quantization) can make the analysis of such systems much simpler. This is enhanced by
the introduction of creation and annihilation operators (ladder operators) to construct the
quantum many-body states (represented in Fock state basis). Each single-particle state
(phonon mode here) can be filled by certain identical particles (phonons in our case). In
this formalism, we start by the classical particle picture and use the classical atomic
coordinates and momenta to get an expression for the Hamiltonian of the lattice using
Taylor series expansion of the lattice potential energy about the equilibrium positions of
the vibrating atoms. To get rid of the cross terms in the expansion, to be able to evaluate
the Hamiltonian eigenvalues and eigenstates, we need to use normal coordinate
transformations which will be done on two steps. The first quantization, known as Dirac
canonical transformation, converts the particle picture to the wave picture and borrows
from the quantum mechanics the commutation relation between position and momentum
operator (from Poisson’s bracket to Dirac bracket). In the second quantization step, we use
a second quantization variable (which will introduce the quasi-particle picture, so instead
of talking about wave interactions we return back to particle interactions) to get a diagonal
expression for the harmonic Hamiltonian of the lattice, thus determining the normal modes
of vibration and quantizing the vibrational energy of the lattice.
Mathematically, for lattice structure with bases representing the equilibrium position of
oscillating atoms, the position vector of the bth atom in the lth unit cell can be defined as




r (l,b,t)  req (l,b)   r(l,b,t)

(A.I.1)
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Where the vector position of the bth basis is: req (l,b)  r(l)  r (b) . Define  r (l , b, t )  u lb ;


hence, u lb  r (l,b,t)  req (l,b) . The Hamiltonian of the crystal is defined as the sum of the

potential energy and kinetic energy, i.e.;   K .E. P.E. In the operator form;



p2
  . The cyclic boundary condition is usually applied, so for crystals in the form
2M

of parallelepiped with dimensions L1L2 L3  N1a1 N2a2 N3a3 , where the Ns are integers and
the as are the lattice constants, we have the relation u(l,b)  u(l  N1a1 ,b)  u(l  N2 a2 ,b)

 u(l  N3a3 ,b) valid for any point in the lattice. Using Taylor series to expand the crystal
potential in powers of displacements from equilibrium positions and evaluating the
derivatives of crystal potential at atoms equilibrium positions, we get:
   0   lb ulb 
lb



1
1
lb,,l 'b' 'ulb,,l ''b ' 

 lb,,l 'b',',l''''b ''ulb,,l '',b',l''''b ''  O(u 4 ),
2! lb ,l 'b '
3! lb ,l 'b ',l ''b ''
 , '

 , ', ''

 2
 lb l 'b'
u u '

, 

(A.I.2)

where,


  lb
u

, 

lb

ulb  0

lb ,l 'b'
 , '

ulb ul ' b' '  0

lb ,l 'b',l ''b ''
 , ', '

 3
 lb l 'b' l ''b ''
u u ' u ''

,
ulb ul ' 'b ' ul ''''b ''  0

and,
ulb,l,'b' '  ulb ul 'b' ' , ulb,,l 'b',',l''''b ''  ulb ul 'b' 'ul ''b'' '' .

We can define the momentum operator for each individual atom, i.e. for an atom located
at the bth basis of the lth unit cell and have a mass mb, the crystal kinetic energy can be
described in terms of these individual operators,

p2
Plb  Plb
1

  mb (ulb )2 .
b
2M lb 2m
lb 2
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By definition,



  u   u
lb

lb



lb

lb

 ulb 0

lb



ulb   flb
lb

ulb 0



ulb   feq ulb , where flb is the
lb



th Cartesian component of the force acting on the atom residing in the bth basis of the
lth unit cell. From the definition of equilibrium positions, we have feq  0 , hence;

  u

lb lb

 0.

(A.I.3)

lb



Accordingly,
  0 

1
1
lb,,l 'b' 'ulb,,l ''b ' 

 lb,,l 'b',',l''''b ''ulb,,l '',b',l''''b ''  O(u 4 ).
2! lb ,l 'b'
3! lb ,l 'b ',l ''b ''
 , '

(A.I.4)

 , ', ''

Based on that, the harmonic Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of atomic
displacements as
0 

1
1
m b ulbulb   0    lb,,l 'b'' ulb,,l 'b'' ,

2 l
2 lb ,l 'b '


(A.I.6)

 , '

whilst the first term of the anharmonic component is given by
' 

1
1
''b'' lb ,l 'b ',l ''b ''
''b'' lb ,l 'b ',l ''b ''
.
lb,,l 'b',l
 O(u 4 ) 
lb,,l 'b',l


', '' u , ', ''
', '' u , ', ''
3! lb,l 'b ',l ''b ''
3! lb ,l 'b ',l ''b''
 , ', ''

(A.I.7)

 , ', ''

The Lagrangian L is defined as

L  K.E. P.E.

(A.I.8)

Recalling Lagrange’s equation of motion

d L
L
( lb )  lb .
u
dt u

(A.I.9)

By Substituting the harmonic term of the crystal potential in this equation we get the
equation of motion for classical harmonic oscillators in terms of atomic coordinates
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1
L
   lb,,l 'b' 'ul 'b' '    l,l,' 'ul ' ' .
lb
u
2 lb ,l 'b '
l 'b '
 , '

(A.I.10)

'

This can be written equivalently in the form of Newton’s equation of motion

mbulb   l,l,' 'ul 'b'' .

(A.I.11)

l 'b'
'

Taking the Fourier transform for this set of equations (i.e.; expanding the atomic
displacements in terms of planar wave eigenbasis), we can reduce the infinite number of
coupled differential equations to many sets of equations, each set with a number of
equations equals to the number of degrees of freedom in the unit cell. This results in what
is known as the secular determinant, which, if solved, gives the characteristic frequency of
each harmonic oscillator. This requires constructing the dynamical matrix, which can be
carried out classically when an interatomic potential is known, by calculating the force on
each atom due to the individual displacements of other atoms in the system. This type of
calculation with bookkeeping nature is usually limited to certain number of first neighbors.
Going back to the quantum treatment of the atomic vibration problem, from the formulated
expression for the lattice Hamiltonian in terms of atomic coordinate and momenta
operators, the previously mentioned second quantization scheme can be carried over. A
single state vector of H0 is denoted by  n  , where nλ =0,1, 2…., is the number of
bosons in the single particle state λ (comprises the mode wavevector and polarization
index). This means the number of bosons describes excitations above the ground state.
Equation (A.I.12) shows that the single state vector is an eigenstate for ladder operators as
well.
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aqs† nqs  nqs 1 nqs  1 ,
aqs nqs  nqs nqs  1 ,

(A.I.12)

aqs† aqs nqs  nqs nqs .

It is worth to summarize here the expressions of the different components of the lattice
Hamiltonian in terms of ladder operators:

K.E. 

1
 qs (aqs  a† qs )(aqs†  a qs ),

4 qs

(A.I.13a)

 harm 

1
 qs (aqs†  a qs )(aqs  a†qs ),

4 qs

(A.I.13b)

H harm 

1
1
 qs (aqs aqs†  aqs† aqs )    qs (aqs† aqs  ),

2 qs
2
qs

(A.I.13c)

 anharm 

1
  G ,qq 'q '' qs,q 's ',q ''s '' (aqs†  aqs )(aq†'s '  a q ' s ' )(aq†'' s ''  aq '' s '' ).
3! qs,q 's '

(A.I.13d)

q ''s ''

Hence, the lattice Hamiltonian in terms of ladder operators can be written as
1 1
H  qs (aqs† aqs  )   G,qq'q''qs,q's',q''s''qs (aqs† aqs )(aq†' s ' aq' s ' )(aq†'' s '' aq '' s '' ).
2 3! qs,q's'
qs
q''s''

(A.I.14)
In addition, the energy of the quantum harmonic oscillator can be compactly expressed as

1
H harm nqs    qs (nqs  ) nqs    qs nqs .
2
qs
qs

(A.I.15)
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A.II. PHONON SCATTERING PROCESSES
Phonon can interact with electrons, isotopic defects, point defects, grain boundaries,
photons, magnons, phonons…etc. For phonon-phonon interaction processes, they can be
identified from phonon creation/annihilation operators in the anharmonic Hamiltonian of
the lattice. For the leading term of crystal anharmonicity (cubic term), only three phonons
can be involved in any process, therefore it is called 3-Phonon processes. From the
Kronecker and Dirac delta functions in Eq. 3.1.2.3, it is clear that the momentum and
energy conservation rules govern 3-Phonon interactions. Depending on whether a
reciprocal lattice vector is needed to satisfy momentum conservation rule or not, 3-phonon
processes can be divided to Umklapp-processes (flip over the propagation direction and
contribute to the thermal resistance) and Normal processes (neither change the propagation
direction and nor contribute to the thermal resistance), respectively. Moreover, if the
phonon under consideration combines with another one to produce the third phonon, this
phonon undergoes fusion (absorption) process. On the other hand, when the phonon under
consideration annihilate to produce two other phonons, this case is called fission (emission)
process. Figure A.1 shows a schematic diagram of these processes. In addition, Fig. A.2
depicts all possible combinations of 3-phonon interaction processes for a given phonon
triplet. In addition, momentum selection rule governing each of these events is outlined as
well as the contribution of individual scattering events to the total scattering rate.
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Fig. A.1. Schematic diagram of normal and umklapp processes in BZ, along with creation
(fission) event depicted on the dispersion curves.
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

CONDITION

CONTRIBUTION
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Fig. A.2. Schematic diagram of different phonon triplet combinations for 3-Phonon
interaction processes, along with the condition imposed on their wavevectors and the
interaction contribution to the total scattering rates [41].
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APPENDIX B. TIME DEPENDENT PERTURBATION THEORY

As any perturbation approach, we try to find an approximate solution to a problem we
cannot solve exactly in terms of a sub-problem with known exact solution. Solving the
quantum wave equation exactly for a real crystal Hamiltonian is not possible, so the idea
is to use the solution of a known simpler Hamiltonian (wave equation for harmonic
Hamiltonian can be solved exactly), then apply eigenfunction expansion to find the solution
of the wave function for the system under consideration in terms of the harmonic wave
functions. It should be highlighted here that time dependent perturbation theory approach
used in the present study is a first order perturbation approximation and valid only when
the anharmonicity is weak, otherwise more elaborate techniques (for example, higher order
perturbation or phonon self-consistent methods) should be sought [40, 58,59].

The main goal of the time dependent perturbation theory is to evaluate the transition
rates/probabilities between quantum states by treating the anharmonic terms of the
Hamiltonian as a small perturbation imposed on the non-interacting quantum oscillators
eigenstates at time t=0. The system is assumed to be in one of these harmonic eigenstates
(defined as the initial state) up to the time t=0, and due to the introduced perturbation, the
system will go to the final state after a small time t. By solving the time independent
Schrödinger equation, the eigenstates of the quantum harmonic oscillators can be found.
Then, within the context of the previous picture, the final state can be expressed in terms
of the initial state eigenfunctions. Accordingly, the effect of the weak anharmonic forces
was shown to be a renormalization of the eigenstates of non-interacting Harmonic forces
and a small shift in the eigenvalues, in addition to peak broadening that appears in the
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imaginary component of the solution. Using this approach, Dirac [58] developed an
expression for the transition rate between the initial state and the final state. Fermi Golden
Rule (FGR) gives the compact form of this expression, which takes the form
Pi f (3 ph) 

2


f H i

2

 (E f  Ei ).

(B.1)

Again, Pif (3Ph) is the probability per unit time of transition from an initial eigenstate i to
a final eigenstate f through 3-phonon scattering processes, ћ is the reduced plank’s constant,
H` is the anharmonic perturbation, and δ(Ef - Ei) is Dirac delta function. Since we have
discussed the motivation and the approach, now it is the time to show the mathematical
derivation. We start by splitting the Hamiltonian into two terms, the harmonic part and the
anharmonic part, respectively; H  H 0  H` . Using separation of variable, under BornOppenheimer (adiabatic) approximation, we can express the atomic wave function in terms
of a spatial dependent function times a time dependent function  (r, t )   (r ) T(t) .
Substituting
( i

 (t )
t

in

the

time

dependent

Schrödinger

 H (t )  [H 0  H`(t )] (t ) ), and solving for T(t) we get: i

equation

E
dT
 n
dt T (t)

  n (t )  n eiEnt  . The eigenstates for the harmonic component of the atomic
Hamiltonian are the solution of the time independent Schrödinger equation:

H 0 n  En n . Now we can use the eigenfunction expansion to express the
wavefunction

at

time

t

in

terms

 (t )   cn (t )  n (t )  cn (t )  n e iEnt  .
n

n

of

the

harmonic

eigenstates,

i.e.;
(B.2)
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Where, cn is the nth constant of expansion. Plugging this into the time dependent
Schrödinger equation and rearranging we get;

H 0  cn (t ) n eiEnt   H ` cn (t ) n eiEnt   i
k

k


cn (t ) n eiEnt  ;

t k

  cn (t ) En n e iEnt    cn (t ) H `  n e iEnt   i[
n

n

n

 cn (t )En n eiEnt   cn (t )H ` n eiEnt   i[
n

n

n

cn (t )
e iEnt 
n eiEnt    cn (t ) n
];
t
t
n

cn (t )
n eiEnt  cn (t ) n (iEn )eiEnt  ].
t
n

Defining the transition matrix elements between eigenstates as: H `kn   k H `(t )  n , and
working out the algebraic manipulation yields;

ck (t ) Ek eiEk t    cn (t ) H `kn (t )eiEnt   i
n

  cn (t ) H `kn (t )eiEnt   i
n

ck (t ) iEk t 
e
 ck (t ) Ek eiEk t  ;
t

ck (t ) iEk t 
e
.
t

(B.3)

The eigenstate function k is a wave of probability, so the probability of finding the system
in eigenstate f after time t can be found from:  f (t )   f  (t )
transition

rate

can

be

defined

as:

2

. At the same time, the

ck (t ) 1
  cn (t ) H `kn (t )eiknt
t
i n

t

1
i t
 c f (t )    H `fi (t )e fi dt . Where, kn  ( Ek  En )  . Now, let’s assume that the
i i 0

system is initially residing in an eigenstate i at time t=0 (a first order approximation); i.e.,

cn (0)   n,i . We can define the probability of transition from initial eigenstate i to final
eigenstate

f

1
  fi (t )  2


after

a

0

interval

of

time

t

as:

 fi (t )   f  (t )

2

2

t

 H`

small

fi

(t )e

ikn t

dt . For our case, as the perturbation is independent of the time,
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2

1 H `fi
we get: c fi (t )  2
(1  cos  fi t) . And the transition rate from initial eigenstate i to
  fi 2
2

final eigenstate f is given by Fermi golden rule (cf. Eq. B.1):

 fi (t ) 

2
2 sin( fi t)
2

2
2
c fi (t )  2 H `fi

H
`
 ( fi ),
fi
t
 fi 2

2

(B.4)

with
H `fi   f H ` i .

(B.4a)
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APPENDIX C. CONTINUUM APPROXIMATION AND
THERMODYNAMIC MODEL

To evaluate the transition matrix quantitatively we need to determine the coupling
constants of the phonon normal modes. In the discrete lattice representations, the expansion
coefficients of the anharmonic terms of the crystal energy are usually called anharmonic
IFCs. While in the continuum approximation (correspond to a continuum of energy levels)
the analogue terms are called phonon coupling coefficients [40]. This can be done by one
of two approaches. The first is a bottom-up approach, which use molecular dynamic or
quantum mechanics methods to determine the Hessian matrix and the Interatomic Force
Constants (IFCs). While the second is a top-down approach, by fitting these constants to
reproduce some macroscopic quantity measured experimentally (usually elastic constants
or thermal expansion). This approach is usually administered under the continuum
approximation, which makes it computationally much cheaper. However, it should be used
with caution. Continuum approach exploits the fact that different physical phenomena
depend on the same mathematical formulation of the lattice energy (the coupling between
the thermal expansion and thermal vibration in our case). The relations between
macroscopic properties are used to find an average measure of microscopic properties, as
many internal degrees of freedom are usually lost in this representation. The continuum
approximation smears out all the structure. To do so we need to make the following
replacements:


Lattice vector l is replaced by continuous position vector r.



Summation over discrete values of l is replaced by integration over r:


l

  dr .
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b
Atomic masses at bases is replaced by density: m   .



The displacement vector u is replaced by the displacement of the continuum crystal at
point r, i.e.; u lb  u r . Hence, the elastic strain tensor will represent the derivatives
u
.
r



There is no summation over the basis vector b and the polarization branch is only of
acoustic type, however a pseudo-type of replacements representing the internal degrees
of freedom in the primitive cell due to the existence of more than one basis can be
accounted for. For example, in elastic medium, relative displacements between the
sublattices can be considered as additional degrees of freedom representing type of
displacements that depends on the volume. Coupling constants in this case are known
as inner-elastic constants. In addition, non-linear elasticity should be adapted to
resemble the flattening of the dispersion curves, otherwise it is called long wavelength
approximation, where the acoustic modes are dispersionless.



In continuum, there is no meaning for the reciprocal lattice vector G, however to allow
for a physical meaning of U-processes an expression for pseudo-reciprocal lattice
vector is usually introduced.



The crystal structure effects on the continuum properties is retained by applying the
symmetry properties of the point and space group to which the crystal structure belongs
to on the properties tensors in continuum.

More approximations to simplify relaxation time expression are to assume directionindependent property (isotropic continuum), approximating the brillouin zone as a sphere
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(which is known as Debye model), and sometimes assuming dispersionless phonons (long
wavelength approximation). In addition, as the possibility of having an arbitrary direction
for phonon polarization vector is commonly ignored, phonon modes are more adequately
assigned to phonon bands (each with a characteristic dispersion curve represents a
continuum of energy levels) rather than polarization branches (which can resolve the
discrete nature of the energy levels and retain mode-specific eigenvectors).
Srivastava [40] derived an expression for the phonon coupling coefficients Assqq' s' q'' ''

2

using

an average measure of crystal anharmonicity based on Grüneisen model of thermal
expansion. Although the original expression did not account for the optical modes
interactions and was derived for modes in the vicinity of BZ center, it was extended to the
whole BZ. A coefficient  (with value less than one) was suggested by Klemens to reflect
the reduction of the coupling coefficients arising from the optical phonons:
2

Assqq's'q'' ''   2

4 2



2
s

 T2 qs2 q2's ' q2''s '' .

(C.1)

Plugging Eq. C.1 in the relaxation time expression in continuum we get

 qs 1 

nq 's ' (nq ''s ''  1)
 2  2
  qsq 's 'q ''s '' [
 (qs  q 's '  q ''s '' ) q  q '  q '',G
2
 N o  s q 's 'q ''s ''
nqs 1

1 nq 's ' nq ''s ''

 (qs  q 's '  q ''s '' ) qq 'q'',G ].
2 nqs

(C.2)

For UO2, we proposed averaged phase velocity as a more adequate measure of average
crystal anharmonicity, which retains the expression physically sound and capture fairly the
thermal conductivity as well as the right order of magnitude of the relaxation times of UO 2
at room temperature. Using this, the reduction coefficient takes the form
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 2  S2

1
s
 ph

2

1
 .
9

(C.3)

Finally, before leaving this point, we need to emphasize that atomistic techniques should
provide a neat way for calculating anharmonic IFCs. Despite of that, the numerical
instabilities associated with taking the finite difference of calculated interatomic forces to
find its second derivative (the third derivative of the crystal potential energy) makes it a
very challenging alternative for a highly correlated system like UO2 with 5f electrons.
Promising approaches (for example, Density Functional Perturbation Theory) are in the
phase of development.
We have so far addressed in some details the mechanical approach to the atomic vibration
problem, however we believe it will be constructive to give some hints about the
thermodynamic approach that is concerned with the energy levels of the vibrations and
invoke the machinery of statistical mechanics to construct phonon thermodynamics. As we
mentioned before in quasi-harmonic approximation, the temperature dependency of the
vibrational frequency is treated implicitly through the configuration volume, i.e.;

   V (T )  . In the presence of anharmonicity, a frequency shift (  (qs) ) and width
( qs ) are inherited, which can be superposed on the harmonic frequency (  0 (qs) ). The
different components of the anharmonic frequency ( (qs,T ) ) are given by

(qs, T )  0 (qs)   (qs )  i  qs .

(C.4)

qs is the phonon linewidth, defined as the half width at the half maximum (HWHM) of
the experimentally measured phonon normal mode resonance. This implies the assumption
of a Lorentzian lineshape, which is valid for a small anharmonicity (when the treatment of
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leading-order perturbation is reasonably accurate). There is an inverse relation between
phonon linewidth and relaxation time,

 qs 

1

 qs

.

(C.5)

The equation of motion for anharmonic oscillator can be written as
Qqs  Qqs0 e

 i ( qs  qs  i qs )t

(C.6)

This shows the correspondence between the imaginary part of the anharmonic frequency
(containing the phonon linewidth in the exponent) and the relaxation time. In addition, the
real component corresponds to the eigenvalues to be obtained from the quasi-harmonic
approximation, which is obviously different from the harmonic approximation, as it
accounts for the frequency shift due to thermal expansion.

To derive the equation of state in the quasi-harmonic approximation, which gives the
relation between the pressure P and the Helmholtz free energy ( F ), an expression for the
free energy is needed. Within quasi-harmonic model and under uniform deformation
assumption [59], the Helmholtz free energy of the crystal depends only on its crystal
volume, and is independent of the atomic coordinates,
 F 
P  
 .
 V  T

(C.7)

The free energy in this case consists of quadratic potential term ( V2eff ) including the
renormalized force constants (due to the presence of weak anharmonicity), and a
vibrational free energy of atoms (attributed to the system uniform strain), i.e.,

F  V2eff  Fvib ,

(C.8)

where,

Fvib  F0  Fthermal ,

(C.9)
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F0 

1
 (qs),
2 qs

(C.10)

and,
Fthermal  k BT ln Z thermal

 k BT ln   exp  n (qs) k BT 
qs n(qs)

 k BT ln  1 exp   (qs) k BT  

1

(C.11)

qs

 k BT  ln 1  exp   (qs) k BT  .
qs

In the above, F0 is the zero-point energy, while Fthermal is the thermal free energy which
can be found from the canonical partition function ( Z thermal ), as shown in Eq. C.11. By
determining the free energy, several thermodynamic properties can be found using
Maxwell’s relation, under the assumption of well-behaved (smooth) thermodynamic
function. For example, this yields the harmonic component of the vibrational entropy in
terms of phonon energy levels

S 

F
T

V

 k B  [(nqs  1) ln(nqs  1)  nqs ln nqs ].

(C.12)

qs

When anharmonic thermodynamic model is to be considered, the free energy can be
rewritten in the form
F   0  FH  FA ,

(C.13)

where, the first term on the right-hand side of the equation is temperature independent
(  0  V2eff  F0 ), the second term is the harmonic component ( FH  Fthermal ), and the third
term is the leading-order anharmonic free energy. When perturbation technique is invoked
about quasi-harmonic approximation, and free energy expansion is carried out, a set of
parameters known as microscopic (mode-specific) Grüneisen parameter can be defined as
the constants of the anharmonic term of the expansion [40,59]:
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 qs  

V qs
.
qs V

(C.14)

Klemens [42] developed an expression for the eigenfrequency at finite temperature, Within
quasi-harmonic formulation and under the assumption of uniform deformation, in terms of
the harmonic value at zero Kelvin ( 0qs ) and the dilation (    u ). This takes the form

 qs  0qs (1  qs ).

(C.15)

The volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (  ) is one of the macroscopic property that
can be inferred directly from the set of microscopic Grüneisen parameters. For a given
configuration with volume V and bulk modulus KT . This relation can be expressed as

 (

1 V
1
)
V T P VKT

C

 .

qs qs

(C.16)

qs

Revisiting the definition of the macroscopic Grüneisen parameter, we have

 KT
 dP 
 V   
.
 dE  V CV 

(C.17)

By direct comparison with Eq. C.16, we obtain



  C (qs) .
 C (qs)
qs

qs

qs

v

(C.18)

v

This shows that the macroscopic Grüneisen parameter is a weighted average of the
microscopic ones (weighted by the specific heat). When the temperature goes high, the
mode-specific specific heat capacity ( C v (qs) ) becomes a constant and mode-independent
(as it reaches its classical limit of k B ). In this case, macroscopic Grüneisen parameter
becomes merely the average of microscopic Grüneisen parameters

   qs  qs .

(C.19)
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APPENDIX D. BZ TESSELATION

This appendix provides the details of scheme used in this study for BZ discretization and
BZ sums. Figure D.1. shows the FCC BZ (truncated octahedron) as well as its Irreducible
wedge (IBZ). The coordinates of the vertices and the planes surrounding the IBZ are also
given. Exploiting symmetry of cubic crystal structure, the computational domain was
limited to the IBZ. Cubical mesh, which conforms with the symmetry of the cubic crystal
structure, where employed. In addition, volume weighted averaging was applied, to
calculate the number of phonon modes enclosed in each sub-grid. Different approaches
have been used to evaluate the summation (integration) of spectral properties over the BZ,
for example [59,109-111]:
•

Discretization of IBZ (e.g. by octree method) and then interpolation between
the known points using tetrahedron method (e.g. Delaunay scheme).

•

Random q points (which is less common now).

•

Special q-points, including:
o Chadi-Cohen scheme.
o (Extended) Cunningham q-points.
o Equi-distance or Monkhorst-Pack grid.

The procedures for sample points generation and summing over the BZ is explained
below.

Phonons normal modes are homogenously distributed over the BZ, and for any function of
phonon frequency we can replace the complete zone sum with partial zone sum by using
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the weighting factor Xq, which represents the volume fraction of the kth cube enclosed in
IBZ. Eq. (D1) is used in all computations in this study that involved BZ sums for any mode*

specific quantities. The symbol



in this equation indicates that the summation is limited

q

to the IBZ.
*

(3sNo )

1

 f ( (qs)) 
qs

 X
s

q

f ( (qs))

q

(D1)

*

3s X q
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Fig. D.1. FCC Brillouin Zone (BZ) and Irreducible BZ (IBZ) alongside with the planes
forming IBZ and its vertices [59,112].
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This scheme takes a representative set of q wavevectors distributed uniformly throughout
the zone. A simple cubic lattice is convenient for FCC, and defined by three integers p 1, p2,
^

^

^

p3 according to: q ( p )  (2 / L P a)( P1 x  p 2 y  p 3 z ) . Where, a is the lattice constant, and
Lp is a positive integer which defines the limits to be placed on p1, p2, and p3. The mesh
density is determined by this integer alone. For IBZ, we can generate these integers
according to the following limits:
– 0 ≤ p3 ≤ Lp;
– 0 ≤ p2 ≤ L2,

where L2 = minimum of (p3, 1.5Lp - p3);

– 0 ≤ p1 ≤ L1,

where L1 = minimum of (p2,1.5Lp-p3-p2).






For FCC, the real space lattice vectors R(N) are given by: R ( N )  (a / 2)( N 1 x  N 2 y  N 3 z ) .
Where; N1, N2, and N3 are positive integers. We can easily show that:

q(p)  R(N)  ( / Lp )(p1N1  P2 N2  P3N3 ) .
For IBZ portion of FCC, the weighting factors can be assigned as follows:
– Within the volume:

Xq = 1;

– On any face:

Xq = 1/2;

– On the edge ГL:

Xq = 1/6;

– On the edge ГX:

Xq = 1/8;

– On all other edges:

Xq = 1/4;

– At Г point:

Xq = 1/48;

– At X point:

Xq = 1/16;

– At L point:

Xq = 1/12;

– At U, W, and K points:

Xq = 1/8.
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The following procedure can be used to generate these weighting factors by carrying out
the following tests on p1, p2, and p3, which define the q vector:
– Test 1. If p1 = p2 = p3 = 0,

Xq = 1/48.

– Test 2. If test 1 is not satisfied:
•

If p1 = p2 = 0, p3 ≠ Lp ,

Xq = 1/8;

•

If p1 = p2 = 0, p3 = Lp ,

Xq = 1/16.

– Test 3. If neither test 1 nor test 2 satisfied:
•

If p1 = p2 = p3 ≠ ½ Lp ,

Xq = 1/6;

•

If p1 = p2 = p3 = ½ Lp ,

Xq = 1/12.

– Test 4. If none of tests 1, 2, or 3 is satisfied, set Xq = 1 and then multiply
by a factor of half (1/2) every time one of the following five tests is
satisfied:
•

p1 + p2 + p3 = 1.5 Lp;

•

p3 = Lp;

•

p1 = p 2 ;

•

p1 = 0;

•

p3 = p 2 .

Finally, we define the weighting factor using
wi 

Xi

.

M

X
q1

q

(D2)
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